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resse
In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors
The Campaign

THE LONGER THE presidential campaign wears on,
..

the greater becomes the danger that peripheral issues will steal the play from the great, basic issues which
ought to be debated at a time when our national course
for the next four years is being determined. A letter to
the Cincinnati lnquire1: discloses the portentous news
that "Mrs. John Kennedy purchases her wardrobe from
exclusive shops in Paris and Mr. Kennedy is importing
his campaign suits from London." Bad show - if true.
But one must balance against it the doubts raised by
one columnist concerning the sincerity of Pat Nixon's
smile. And, of course, there is the religious issue which
has further been muddied by Professor Warren B.
Martin's assertion, in The Christian Century, that "a
determined Christian would be a weak President and
a strong President must be (and historically has been)
a weak Christian."
This would be a good time for those of us who are
in the Protestant tradition to return to our fountainhead and re-read some of Luther's views on government,
particularly those which deal with the distinction between God's kingdom of the right hand (the Church)
and His kingdom of the left hand (the State). Luther
takes an almost brutally matter-of-fact view of govemment. Recognizing it as an ordinance of God, he respects it profoundly when i't is about its proper busi ness, which is maintaining civil peace and good order.
Hut his emphasis is constantly upon two things: 1. the
ruler's awareness of the limitations of his calling - an
awareness that prevents him from transgressing into
matters which are none of his concern; and 2. the
ruler's competence to do the job to which he is called
in his restricted area of responsibility. Luther seems
to be quite unconcerned with whether the ruler is a
"nice guy" or not. He does not even seem to be greatly
concerned with whether the ruler is a Christian, so
long as he does a good and compe tent job of maintainOcTOBER
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ing peace and order within the bounds of the universal moral consensus. Luther, it seems to us, would
choose a ruler the same way he would choose a physician or a shoemaker - on the basis of the man's ability
to do a prescribed job.
It is this ability which we should hope to determine
in the present campaign. And it seems to us that the
best way to determine it is by identifying and focusing
upon those particular jobs which we are most concerned
with having our next president do for us. These jobs,
we feel, fall under four rna jor headings, each of which
we hope to discuss in more detail in the paragraphs
that follow. The four major headings are I. the
establishment of some sort of international modus
vivendi; 2. the elimination of injustices arising out of
differences in race and creed; 3. the determination
of a reasonable balance between public needs and personal privileges; and 4. the reconstruction of our cities
as places fit for human habitation.

Peac e -

At What Pric e?

It is now more than forty years since the Russian
Revolution, and the state which the victorious Bolsheviks built upon the ruins of Imperial Russia shows
no signs of withering away. We are, therefore, compelled to assume that the U.S.S.R. will be around for
some time to come and that it will remain our chief
competitor for world leadership.
We harbor no suspicions that either Mr. Kennedv
or Mr. Nixon is leftist, pinko, soft on Communism, or
an appeaser. We do not, therefore, require them to
exhibit any proofs of their ideological chastity. What
we would like from each of the candidates is a clear
and explicit statement of the approach which he would
take to the resolving of present international tensions.
As we see it, there are three alternative lines that might
be followed: I. a showdown between the two sides,
i.e., a war fought with thermonuclear weapons aiming
at the elimination of one or both sides as a factor Ill
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world affairs; 2. some sort of negotiated agreement to
maintain the peace, accompa~ied by an inspection
system and other devices to ensure its observance by
both sides in good faith; or 3. : a continuation of the
present exhausting, frustrating .: Cold War with both
sides wastefully committing the :bulk of their resources
and energies to maintaining a ~ "posture of power."
The first of these alternatives we consider completely
immoral. The third alternative we consider to be suicidal in the long run but perhaps the only alternative
open to us in the short run. But if that is the case,
our leaders must demand more exertions from us, including higher taxes, than they have demanded until
now. It is the second alternative, though, that we feel
has been placed beyond the bounds of rational discussion by the modern-day War Hawks who shout "appeasement" whenever anyone suggests that there might
just be a possibility of bargaining in good faith with
the Russians. We confess our own misgivings about
the possibility of reaching any real, workable understanding with a regime which seems to profit from international turmoil, but we would be willing to take
the gamble under responsible leadership which would
have a try at it. And we are willing to give quid pro
quo if, by doing so, we could help to establish genuine
international peace with justice and honor.
What is it, then, that Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Nixon
offer us: the risks of a new attempt to stabilize the
international situation or a continuation of the familiar
frustrations of a Cold War?

.,Liberty and Justice for All''
Both parties wrote strong civil-rights planks into
their 1960 platforms. There is, unfortunately, mounting evidence that neither candidate is backed up on
this issue by solid party support. Conservative Re ·
publicans seem to have no real passion about civil
rights and a great deal of passion about states' rights,
which means in effect that they are not likely to support the kind of strong, effective legislation which is
needed to enforce the rights of Americans in those states
which choose to deny them. Conservative Democrats,
on the other hand, have a real passion about civil
rights; they would rather die than concede them to the
Negro.
It is our conviction that there is no longer any excuse
for pussy-footing masquerading as "moderation" on the
civil rights issue. The Negro, simply because he is a
human being and an American citizen, is entitled to
vote, to live where he pleases, to hold any job he i~
qualified for, to send his children to the nearest public
school, to avail himself of such recreational facilities
as are generally open to the public, and to be served
in any public place of business. Senator Goldwater · is
probably right when he says that only the right to vote
is a civil right, the others being civil liberties. We
shall not quibble over terms. The point that we would
insist on is that the Negro citizen is an American citi·
4

zen and, whatever the technicalities of the law, has as
much right as any other citizen to move about as a free
man in a free country.
Both Mr. Kenne~y and Mr. Nixon are, we believe,
thoroughly sound on the issue of civil rights. We get
the impression, which may be a false one, that Mr.
Nixon is more deeply involved in the problem per ·
sonally than is Mr. Kennedy. We also have the feeling that, given equally determined presidential leadership in both parties, the Republican party is in a
stronger position to enact strong civil rights legislation
than is the Democratic. We are not sanguine that a
president from either party could get the kind of legislation which is urgently needed on the civil-rights issue
through a Congress which, whatever the outcome of the
presidential race, will continue to be dominated by a
reactionary coalition which controls the Congressional
committee structure.
We should like to hear more from both Mr. Kennedy
and Mr. Nixon on such concrete recommendations for
action as they may be prepared to send to the
Congress. We should also like to hear what they feel
could be done to ensure that these recommendations
do not get bottled up or watered down in committee.

Public vs. Private Needs
Professor John K. Galbraith of Harvard several
months ago started a hot controversy over the alleged
discrepancy between the high level of personal prosperity which the American people have enjoyed since World
War II and the very low level of expenditure for public
works and social improvement during that same time
He argues that we should have been siphoning off a
considerably larger percentage of the profit from our
economy during these years for public purposes, even
though it might have meant delaying the day of two
cars in every garage and a hi-fi set in every family
room.
The two semesters of economics which we took twenty
years ago hardly entitle us to essay the role of umpire
in this dispute. It is obvious that a very large number
of Americans are using their affluence as an occasion
for the most vulgar and irresponsible conspicuous
spending. It seems to us to be equally true that a
great number of Americans are not affluent at all. And
there is certainly reason to doubt that government is
any more careful a spender than is the typical private
citizen.
At the same time, we need look no farther than our
own home communities for signs that we have not done
a very good job of keeping the "physical plant" of our
country in shape. Even in the public area, we have
shown an inclination to spend on luxuries and cut
corners on necessities. We have embarked upon an
ambitious program of road construction but many of
us still send our children to schools which are firetraps. We have floated huge bond issues for stadiums
and gymnasiums but our prisons and mental hospitals
THE CRESSET
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are, for the most part, pest-holes.. \<Ve are spendinl!:
millions to ensure the safe return of an astronaut
from space but we refuse to spend enough on our city
police to ensure the safe return of a housewife from the
corner grocery_
"Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey, Where
wealth accumulates and men decay_" We do not see
this question of public vs. private spending as a matter
of economics so much as a moral problem. \Ve are
waiting for either Mr. Kennedy or Mr. Nixon to raise
the moral question, to suggest at what level above
"food and raiment" the twentieth-century American
ought to be content. Ayn Rand, the prophet of the
amoralists, asserts bluntly that there is no such level,
that it is perfectly proper for people to want (and, il
possible, get) more and more and more for themselves
on the theory that the public interest of a country
consists of the private comforts of its citizens. It is
perhaps time that the leadership of the country reasserted the uncomfortable truth that in a republic the
res publica, the public concern, takes precedence over
private whims and appetites.
One aspect of this over-all problem is the so-called
farm problem. w ·e do not think that its solution is
to be found either through /aissez-faire economics or
through a sentimentalization of rural life and virtues
but through a careful consideration of what policy
would best serve the interests of the Republic. , We subsidize the shipbuilding industry because we are persuaded that the industry must be kept going in case
of emergency when the national security would demand it. On that theory, we might subsidize the small
farmer - if we are persuaded that a certain rural, agricultural base strengthens our moral or spiritual or
social fibre_ We do not subsidize unsuccessful writers
or pianists or trapeze artists, the assumption being that,
if they can't make a go of it, the country would be better served by their finding some other form of employment. On that theory, it would perhaps be better to
let the small farmer go broke and sell out to the largescale, efficient, mechanized farmer. We do not champion either of these approaches to the problem. O"r
only point is that the solution must be sought within
the context of the national interest rather than in
theories and sentimental daydreams.

The Concrete Jungles
The last of the four major categories of issues that
we would hope to see developed in this campaign has
to do with urbanism and all o[ its attendant problems
Mythologies die hard. Some Sl.lrvive long after they
have run head-on into facts. Christmas to many an
American still means going "over the river and through
the woods to Grandmother's house" - despite the fact
that Grandmother has lived for the past twenty years
in a third-floor walk-up apartment on West 54th
Street. "America" itself still connotes "rocks and rills,
woods and templed hills," although many an American
OCTOBER
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never gets any closer to nature than a forest presenT
or perhaps an interurban expressway.
We were once a rural, agricultural people, it is true.
and maybe we were better off then than we are now.
The point is that we are now overwhelmingly an urban
people and we can never again go back to the land. As
fast as we try to go back, we convert the land into "developments," which arc about as far from nature as one
can get.
Nevertheless, we refuse to accept the fact that most
of us will live most of our lives in or near large cities.
One of these days, most of us insist, we will get ourselves an acre of ground somewhere out in the country
and we will build ourselves a nice, split level house, and
we will raise roses. Meanwhile we cont~nue to live in
neighborhoods which we don't really mu ::h care for
or we make the big break to the suburbs where, we
soon discover, most of the problems of the city follow
us.
Meanwhile the city rots, first at its center, then outward toward its margins, then into the inner suburbs,
and finally into the rural slums that grow up beyond
the jurisdictions of zoning boards and building codes.
And the decay is not only physical. Blighted areas·
create blighted people. Physical corruption begets social corruption. And finally the city becomes the kind
of festering sore that prosperous suburbanites "like to
visit but wouldn't want to live there."
Society does, though, exhibit some of the traits of an
organism. A strep throat involves more than merely
the throat, and a rotting city involves more than its
corporate limits. The development of regional conurbations means that the problems of urbanism can no
longer be dealt with on the purely local level, or even
on the state level. They are national problems and
must be dealt with on the national level.
There have been suggestions for adding a Secretary
of Urban Affairs to the president's cabinet. This might
serve as a starter. But there is no point to creating
another title unless we are willing to give the man
who holds it power and funds to tackle the tremendous
job of rebuilding that must be done, and done soon, if
we hope to arrest the rotting of our cities and their
people.
Here, surely, is the place for imaginative leadership
to show the way. Both Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Nixon
come from large metropolitan districts and, presumably,
are acquainted with the desperate plight of the big city.
Or, if they cannot remember the situation back home.
they need only look around them in the Washington
area. We would welcome whatever constructive suggestions they might have to make for salvaging the big
city and making it once again a secure and enjoyable
place to live.

The Silver Lining
Whatever may be the vigils and alarms to which the
next president may be subjected, recent studies 111
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England suggest that there is at least one advantage
to being on top of the heap: there is less likelihood,
on that level, of developing a peptic ulcer than there
would be down among the faceless masses with their
li ves of quiet desperation.
Dr. William P. D. Logan, in a study of 280,000 clinical records, found that in the highest stratum of English
society the men's ulcer rate runs only to 48% of the
national average, while in the lowest-paid classes the
rate is 116%. This contradicts the popular notion that
ulcers belong in a class with gout and obesity as status
symbols of the upper classes and relegates them to the
level of a plebeian disorder brought on by the badgerings of corporate or domestic superiors who can not be
answered hack. Put another way, Dr. Logan's study
confirms the aphorism that there are two kinds of
people in the world - those who get ulcers and those
who give them.
Following up on Dr. Logan's lead, we did a quick
survey of the ai lm ents of our past presidents. With the
probable exception of Abraham Lincoln, there WCIS
not an ulcer in the lot. Admittedly, precise information on the gastro-intestinal condition of the early
presidents is hard to come by, there being at the time
no press corps to ask about it and no James Hagerty
to provide it. But there are menus and hints of presidential dietary preferences, all of which point uniformly
away from cottage cheese and pureed vegetables to
spicy foods and spiritous liquors, neither of which appears on the printed diet which the doctor hands out
along with the prescription for Amphojel.
It may be different, of course, with this year's candidates. Whichever one is elected, he will face the diffi ·
cult choice of a life's career after his term as president
expires.

The Forgotten Day of Remembrance
Before our next issue comes out, All Saints Day will
have come and gone - unnoticed by most of us, deliberately ignored by some of us who see in its obser·
vance a Romanizing tendency.
Who are these saints whom the Church invites us to
remember every November I? Some of them are great
saints of old, whose very names we do not speak without confessing the special grace that was given to them:
St. Peter, St. Paul, St. John, St. Augustine, Blessed
Martin Luther. Some are more nearly our contemporaries, too recently glorified to be remembered yet by
saintly title: Dietrich Bonnhoefer, Folke Bernadette,
the pastor who confirmed us, the teachers who taught
us. Some are austere figures (rom a different time and
a diHerent cu lture: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses,
Elias. Some are faces "loved long since, and lost
awhile"; a mother, a father, a child, grandparents, or
a favorite uncle.
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These are the saints whom we are invited to remember on All Saints Day - to remember, not because they
need our remembering or because, by remembering,
we may find some way to manipulate them for our
ends, but because we can not become truly ourselves
until we have found our place within the fellowship of
the living and dead who are the Church.
At this point certain self-consciously Protestant types
will start sniffing mysticism and get nervous. And not
altogether without cause, for the memory of the blessed
dead has been much abused by evil and superstitious
men. But in the liturgical churches we claim to believe
that "all the company of heaven" joins with us in the
Sanrtus which we sing at every Mass or service of Holy
Communion. If this is so, there is a real, substantial
fellowship beyond death to which we are, in some way
or another, related. If it is not so, we ought to reform
the liturgy.
The almost universal lack of interest in All Saints
Day within Protestantism is not, we think, an isolated
example of forgetfulness. By and large we have stopped
celebrating Ascension Day and Pentecost and The Festival of the Holy Trinity, also. And with good reason:
these festivals have resisted every attempt to tame them.
They are, if we may outdo the Germans in coining
words, undemythologizable. They give us a "creepy"
feeling because they have to do with an unseen world
which we don't really believe to be real but which
these festivals force us to treat as real.
What may yet save these festivals for the Church is
the world's sharp nose for a chance to turn a buck.
One of these days, some latter-day Lasker will find some
gimmick to tie in with Ascension Day or Whitsunday
or All Saints Day. (We doubt the ability of even the
advertising fraternity to find a Holy Trinity gimmick.:
When that happens, and within a few years after All
Saints Day has become one of the big secular holidays,
there will be set up a comm ittee to "re-emphasize the
religious nature of All Saints Day and to encourage
a more Christian observance of the day." But it won't
do much good. The world just never seems to listen
to the Church.

Congratulations
The editors of The Cresset have the honor this month
to congratulate two of their colleagues who have
achieved special academic distinction: our editor, Dr.
0. P. Kretzmann, who this month completes twentv
years as president of Valparaiso University; and on~ ol'
our contributors, Dr. Helmut Thielicke, who has JUSt
begun a one-year term as rector of the University of
Hamburg.
Semper sint in flares.
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AD LIB.
The Decline of Sport
--------------8 Y

ALFRED

J CAN ENJOY watching almost any professional sport
and I can be as strong a partisan for a particular team
as the next man. I can, that is, until I take an objective look at pro sports. Most of them, it seems to me,
show signs of deterioration - a condition, in some
cases, brought on either by the fans themselves or by the
people running them. The fans seem to want, or else
management thinks they want, a Roman Circus, and
you know what happened to that.
Perhaps the least affected sport is baseball, and two
growing tendencies, which do affect the game adversely.
could be stopped easily. One of these is the time it now
takes to play a game. The big league games now last
one third longer than they did not so many years ago .
Today a batter spends almost as much time out of the
box as in, and the pitcher is off the mound almost as
often as he is on. It seems hardly necessary to knock
imaginary mud off cleats or to feel a handful of dirt
before every pitch.
One of the reasons given for the slower game is that
every player wants his full time on television. This
I doubt. More reasonable is another suggestion that
the longer game gives the management an extra hour
to sell beer. The other thing wrong is management's
attempt to get into the entertainment business. The
front office now puts on shows, uses give-aways, and
shoots off fireworks trying to lure the customers through
the turnstiles. I£ they used this money to develop
more players and shortened the game, they wouldn't
need any gimmicks.
But the baseball fans are among the most avid, and a
man coming back to civilization or out of unconsciousness after a period of six months never asks how the
world situation is going. He wants to know how the
Sox are doing in the pennant race.
Pro football, a rough enough game as it is, is being
made rougher. Ask a fan whether he would rather see
a good block or a good fight and you'll find few people
appreciate blocking. The management is not against
a good fight for it helps the box office at next week's
game.
The sport that has deteriorated most rapidly is box ·
ing. It once had fanatical fans and a big box office,
but too many bums masquerading as fighters, too much
TV exposure, and a greater and unmet demand for
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more blood put this sport on the skids. The most disgraceful aspect of this sport is the treatment of old
fighters. Too many ex-champions have ended up as
punch-drunk derelicts in the Bowery, or so deeply in
debt to the Internal Revenue people they could never
recover. They have been victimized by promoters and
managers and then deserted by friends and fans alike.
Even though they were engaged in a sport which is
little more than two strong men trying to knock out
each other's brains, they deserved more than this.
Wrestling can be an excellent spectator sport and
there are fine points to watch for in a good match. But
don't look for them in professional wrestling. I would
suppose that persons who would be in vaudeville, if it
existed today, are now in television; and those who
might have been in vaudeville, but would never have
made the Orpheum circuit, have taken up wrestling.
Wrestling has a strange following of fans who react
only with the promise of dirty work in a tag match or
else at the promise of blood.
Very little need be said about the deterioration in
the Sport of Kings, and the addicts who follow that
sport. Take away the legalized betting that draws
I 00,000 to a race track and you could shoot a cannon
down the rail and never hit a thing. Horse racing was
meant to "improve the breed" and now thoroughbreds
are so over-trained and over-improved they can barely
run a mile and a quarter.
Auto racing, and particularly that classic, the 500.
was instituted to help develop and improve the motor
car. My guess is that the 1922 touring car lasted four
times as long as any car built since the clay Detroit discovered planned obsolescence. Or haven't the rocker
panels on your new model rusted out as yet?
The fans who follow car racing, for the most part.
make it quite clear they want the entire Roman Circus,
complete with multiple crashes and broken bodies.
At the Indianapolis track this last May, a temporary
bleachers collapsed killing two and injuring many
others. The racing fans adjacent to this area ignored
the cries of the injured and dying because they were too
engrossed in the race just getting underway. Great
humanitarians, these sportsmen.
Tennis, anyone?
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The Case for Vice-President Nixon

Richard M. Nixon: A Critical Endorsement
Bv

DoNALD

C.

MuNDINGER

Assistant Pmfessm· of Government
Valparaiso University
what ends. This observation becomes significant in
v oTING FOR President of the United Sta~es i~ com·
terms
of electing a president - the typical citizen patplicated by ambivalence, a strange combmatwn ol
ticipates
in government to the extent of voting for
forces which at once attract us to and repel us from a
electors
who,
in turn, will select the president. At no
candidate.
time is there anything resembling direct democracy
There are a number of factors which create this conof the town meeting variety. This heightens the im ·
dition in national elections. One attitude that is very
portance of selecting the "right" man, the man who
prevalent is that elections lack finality. All of us live
will be responsible for initiating many of the policies
on at least two levels, a private life and a public life.
in domestic and foreign affairs, but it also destroys a
Obviously there exists a close relationship between the
sense of voter importance.
two. We tend to emphasize our private life because
Th e importance of the individual's vote for a presithis is the personal, immediate, and, for the individual,
dent is also suggested by an analysis of the Office ol
the more important. And so the degree of finality and
the President of the United States. Clinton Rossiter has
significance varies as we move from the private to the
constructed an impressive list of presidential powers.
public sphere as with death, taxes, marriage, and presiThese include Chief of State, Chief Executive, Chief
dential elections. As a consequence, typical voters arc
Diplomat, Commander-in-Chief, C h i e f Legislator.
more concerned about their own lives, their own taxes,
These, Rossiter concludes, are his purely constitutional
their own marriages, than they are with general elecfunctions. In addition the president has assumed five
tions. It appears that the election is controlled by
other powers largely as a result of the evolution of the
statistical chance and that the individual vote is a
office. These include Chief of Party, Voice of the
minuscle influence in this parameter. The voter then
People, Protector of the Peace, Manager of Prosperity,
undertakes the task o£ voting with a lack of personal
and Leader of the Coalition of Free Nations. This is
involvement because the results of an election are not
an impressive array of power, a concentration which
as final as eternity, and at the worst (or best) the
is inevitable for a nation of some 180 million scattered
victor will be in office only for four years, when the
over much of the North American continent. Again
democratic game of chance will again be played.
the decision of the voter is involved in the selection ol
Elections are further complicated in a democracy
an official with great discretionary power.
by its demand for a pragmatic standard of truth. It is
The man who is entrusted with the presidency dare
one thing to arrive at a doctrinal position in religio11
not be just any ordinary man. He must be a leader, a
when the source of the doctrine is accepted by faith or
man dedicated to the welfare of the people. The
revelation; it is quite another thing to insist that a
qualities of such a man are illusive and no common
social program is correct or the only way to achieve a
definition of a leader can be found . However, some
designated goal. In a democracy there is no temporal
distinguishing characteristics might be enumerated.
truth ; there is no one right way; there is no "Fuehrer
The leader "sees" what matters and is of consequence.
Prinzip." Truth is constantly changing, or it is in the
This is a form of second sight, a type of prescience that
the process of becoming - it is developing. E. B.
permits a man to discount the peripheral and deal with
White, in Th e Wild Flag, has said, "Democracy is the
the essentials. He is capable of decision, i.e., he has
recurrent suspicion that more than half of the people
a judicial mind. This permits the leader to weigh the
are right more than half of the time." For people
various alternatives and to choose the wise course o{
accustomed to dealing with the "truth" this is a shataction. A third factor in this catalog of leadership is
tering and uneasy experience. This attitude also inthe quality of articulateness. The president is able to
fluences parties and voters at election time. The voter
communicate with people not only in an understandrealizes there is no demonstrable truth or right choice
able manner, but also in a way to inspire confidence
at stake.
and solicit support and action. This assumes that,
in addition to communicating with the general citizen,
A third factor that influences our choice for the
he must be able also to capture the support of the
presidency is an awareness of the role of the people
higher echelon of the citizenry which is specifically rein democratic government. R. M. Maciver, writing
sponsible for implementing national policy.
in his book, The Web of Government, makes the point
The substance of these policies must be based on
that democracy is not a way of governing, but rather
the sympathy that the president has for his peopl e.
a way of determining who shall govern and broadly to
8
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Thi~ requires the ability to undentand poor pe )pie
and to appreciate their problem, hut more, to ha,·e
their interest at heart while leadinR the nation. Finally.
a man must have training to sen·e as the President of
the United States. This, too, is illu~in:, and no common agreement would prevail on what constitutes a
desirable traininR experience. Some historians suggest that the greatest presidents or the twentieth century were Theodore Roosevelt, \Voodrow \'\Tilson and
Franklin D. Roosevelt. These men had one thing in
co111111on, they had all served their respecti\·e states as
governors. When this list is expanded by reachinR
back to the Civil War the names of Lincoln and Cleveland are added. Cleveland had been a R<>vernor aml
Lincoln had not. Thus there are exceptions also to
this rule. Nevertheless experience in an executive capacity would appear to be desirable.
Thus, the citizen exercising his franchise cannot
come by his decision easily - there are conflicting pressures and requirements of otrice that remain an enigma
until the moment the "X" is scratched nervously on
the ballot.
Richard M. Nixon is my choice for President of the
United States. Nixon is not a god. But, then, we
admit that gods do not walk on this earth as men. It
is at least safe to say tha.t, if :-.J ixon is not a god, Kennedy is not, either. Nixon is a fallible human. A•;
such he has his strengths and his weaknesses. In addition to this I have never heard of a "Nixon Democrat"
(as we did of "Eisenhower Democrats"). This is tru..:
because Nixon is not an "Eisenhower." To make matters worse, some observers insist that they have heard
of "Rockefeller Democrats."
It is also admitted that Nixon does not have the basic
appeal of an Eisenhower. He lacks a national image
and, as of this moment, he has not commanded inspired
and enthusiastic voting support. These are liabilities.
And possibly the most effective rebuttal is the question:
Who on the national scene has the fortuitous combination of charismatic qualities and experiences of an
Eisenhower?
One other point in this connection should also be
made - Nixon has been identified by liberals with the
~otereotype of a bearded political opportunist.
I will
have nothinR to do with the inadequacies of the modern day technology of shaYing. And I also freely admit that Nixon has propelled himself onto the national
scene with the aid of a skillful stall that used the situation and circumstances of the hour to his advantage,
while, as Nixon saw it, he was consciously working for
the ROod of the country. 1\drnittedly the line separating national .i nterest and self interest can be distorted
beyond recognition, and it is also safe to say that how
you ~ee your distortions is influenced by your party
affiliation. It would seem ~afe to say further that any
man in a position of lcadcr~ll ip, whether in goyernment, industry, or a congregation , i~ vulnerable to a
similar attack.
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Looking at the forthcoming election positively,
are three basic reasons for my support of the
candidacy. Nixon is my choice for pre ·ident in
because of this period in histoq, because of his
affiliation, and because of his record.

there
' ixon
19fi0

party

Ni xon is Expe ri enced
The president in 196 I will face serious problems of
a domestic and international nature and what he does
(or fails to do) will seriously influence the future course
of this nation. lt would be naive to think that this is
the first crucial period in our history- the truth is tha t
all periods are critical. The specific dimension that
differentiates today from the past is the global implications of our problems.
The severity and number of domestic challenges
characterizing this decade vary with the analyst. The
most pressing one is our lack of an awareness of na ·
tiona! purpose. This cannot be established empirically.
nor is an awareness of national purpose manifested by
reciting the articles of American Democracy - the
Declaration of Independence and the Preamble to the
Constitution. Rather this is characterized by a lack of
responsibility and personal commitment to the cause of
democratic government as practiced in the United
States. The environment of personal liberty has come
to be expected and taken for granted and a commen surate concern about perpetuating liberty is not evident.
Historically speaking no other nation has enjoyed a
level of living comparable to our . In general ours is
a prosperous nation. This has produced an acquisitive
society with two contradictory results: the one a
strengthening of the competitive drive within individuals to amass personal wealth and security and the
other a desire among many people to withdraw from
competition and concern for personal security and to
demand that society provide this by sharing its wealth.
Either extreme is a diYisive force in society. In any
event wealth, gadgetry, and a high level of living have
encouraged a climate of softness and lessened our ideological resolution.
The national economy also presents serious challenges. The complexity and interdependence of a
highly urbanized, industrialized, and technologically adanced economy will create a new variety of problems.
Jn view of the paragraph above, it is amusing to suggest
that the big problem facing us in the next decade is the
maintainance of prosperity and economic growth. Although prosperity can be a divisive force in national
life, it is incumbent upon a democratic state to maintain an environment in which poverty and its accompanying misery is reduced to the barest minimum
caused by personal choice. The vexing nature of this
problem is evidenced by automation and inrlation, the
first disturbing the livelihood experience of our blue
and white collar workers and the second destroying the
accumulated product of personal etTort. \Vhat the
mix must be to insure prosperity has not been deter-
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mined. This again eludes the scientist and a trial and
error method is employed.
The word prosperity immediately conjurs up its
negation - the vast backlog of human needs that still
remain unmet in a country with great industrial wealth.
Many of the needs can be satisfied by physical plant,
equipment, or facilities. These include hospital and
school construction, facilities which arc needed to give
people an acceptable minimum of medical care and
education . Road modernization and expansion is also
vital to an economy which depends on the automobile
industry. Urban renewal and farm surplus complete
the list of problems which will require attention.
The area of human needs and welfare requires at·
tention. The equality of the races, control of bigotry,
juvenile delinquency, and expanded educational opportunity still remain as deterrents to equal opportunity
for all inhabitants. These areas of the development of
human resources will require some of the most creative energy expanded by this nation.
This period in history also confronts us with a series
of international challenges. Perhaps the most serious
is the weakening of the image of liberty and fair play
which the United States has traditionally enjoyed in
its relations with the world. A competition has developed between the Sino-Soviet Bloc and the ·western
Community of States for the uncommitted areas of the
world. Our own way of life is threatened by this struggle and the future course of society, whether an individual or a collective emphasis, will be decided. This
conflict manifests itself today in the armament and
technological races waged by the U.S.S.R. and the
United States. This expensive activity represents a significant economic drain for all powers caught in the
competition, and becomes a further siphoning off ot
the wealth which is needed in a world of scarcity.
This competition between the North Atlantic Community and the Sino-Soviet Bloc is a new encounter
for the United States in our recently assumed role of
world leadership. Because it embraces the totality of
national life and because millions of uncommitted
people are at stake, the United States must prevail if
a free society is to endure.
A final problem which makes the next four years
so sensitive is the control of the utilization of technological advances. The physical scientist's ability to increase the destructive power of technology and his ability to improve the health and welfare must be utilized
for the genefits of mankind. Creative methods must
be developed to stop the reckless and irresponsible use
of force and to insure the prompt distribution of food,
fiber, ami medical technology to improve the intolerable lot of millions of this world's unfortunates.
The magnitude and complexity of the problems require strong and wise leadership; ' ixon, as Vice-President, has been intimately involved with these issues
for the past eight years and for the six prior years in
the Congress.
10

Nixon is a Republican
A second reason for supporting Nixon is his party
affiliation. It is a popular position to maintain that the
differences between the two parties are more apparent
than real ami foreign observers are especially prone to
speak of Tweedledum and Tweedledee. Now that both
parties have written their platforms and selected their
candidates it is again evident that a broad area of agreement exists between the two parties. This funda mental consensus makes American democracy possible,
and responsible government a unique condition in the
worlll today. In the United States there is nothing
resembling the unbridgeable ideological division which
characterizes many of the European countries. Consequently there is a tendency to discount party affiliation or to minimize it.
Yet, party affiliation in the 1960 election is important, and real differences do exist. As the campaign
lines and issues have been drawn, it is evident there
are differences between the parties in the areas of foreign policy, defense, economic growth, ami civil rights.
The image of the Republican party varies with the
affiliation of the reporter. A few people suggest that
the Republican party is the vanguard of liberalism
and then document this statement with the venture·
some stand of the Republicans exactly one hundred
years ago on the slavery question. However, a close
examination of the recent history of the Republican
party indicates an interest in human welfare which is
predicated on demonstrable need and evidence that
government intervention and aid is the most efficient
and socially desirable method to meet existing exigencies. This is at once progressive and responsible.
A second distinctive feature of the Republican party
which is evident to many observers is the primary emphasis upon the individual and his rights and privileges. This emphasis upon the inuividual, rather than
society or the collective unit, manifests itself especially
in recognizing the need to encourage and reward the
innovator.
Economic and cultural advancement is
only possible in society, but it must be recognized that
individuals still are the primary generating force of
creativity. The differences between the parties on this
point are not black and white, but rather the shadings of
grey. Yet this position is an important reason for supporting Nixon.
The Republican affiliation also implies the consideration of the Republican record of the past eight years.
At the outset we freely admit that we have not been all
things to all people, nor is this possible. To make a
contemporary judgment of the Eisenhower-Nixon administration is difficult and is largely determined by
one's value preferences. A second influence that has
characterized American . politics since 1940 is the exogenous forces of international affairs. Much of global
politics since 'Vord War II has been a dialogue between
the United States and the U.S.S.R. ln this sense neither
THE CRESSET
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This situation has char-

acteriLed many of the programs we have intiated and
others which were reaction to the Soviet. Thus any
evaluation must be tempered by the unpredictable fac·
tor of Communist behavior, which we obviously can
not con trot.
The record of the past two administrations is strong-.
There is doubt that another party representing another
administration would have done things substantiallv
different. Thi~ has been a period of gradual progress
in ameliorating some of our serious domestic problems, and certainly there are many evidences of the improvement o( individual weHare and the broadening
of opportunities for personal advancement. Obviously
some Republicans are dissatisfied with the amount c.f
progress and speed - the dissatisfaction is not fundamental, but rather one of questioning procedure and
amount. Foreign policy is especially an issue with
Democrats. Yet to lay the blame for the changed pnsture of the United States in world affairs on the administration is to discount the influence of the U.S.S.R.
with its sovereign power to act in world affairs and to
ignore the bipartisan nature of our foreign policy.
The Republican record is strong with important contributions in the fields of human welfare, economic
growth, civil rights, development of a diversified defense establishment, expansion of international aid programs, and the modification of inflationary tendencies.
Yet one must be realistic. Politics is the art of tht>
possible - it is better to have a good half of loaf than
no loaf at all. There are two parties which do not
behave as well disciplined monoliths but rather disintegrate and combine into coalitions and blocs com·
posed of Democrats and Republicans based on shared
interests. Thus the past eight years is the product of
two great parties operating in the American governmental system. However, tl-ie administration has been
Republican and its leadership, its direction, and its
prestige have been critical factors in the ultimate formu·
lation and implementation of policies.
The R :'publican party also has attracted an exciting
and competent new generation of Congressmen. These
include Bob \Vilson of California, Thomas Curtis of
~fissouri, Albert Quie of Minnesota, John Rhodes of
Arizona, John W. Byrnes and Melvin Laird of Wisconsin, and Gerald Ford and Robert P. Griffin ol
:\fich!gan. These are the young men who are showing
imagination and intiative within the party ant! are
continually attracting new followers. As Douglass Cater
recently reported, "They are pragmatic young Republi·
cans who 'don't walk out when we don't get everything
we want."' Here is a source to supplement the ability
and perception of Nixon and to provide the thrust
which will be necessary to meet the more critical challenges of the Sixties.
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Nixon is an Able and Honorable Man
A linal reason for supporting Nixon is the man.
The challenges of the Sixties and the Republican affiliation influence choice, but the vital factor is the man
- that moment when the prospective voter confronts
the candidate.
Permit me to discount the "Lincolnian Myth" that
has been woven around Nixon . His humble origins,
the fact that he worked in his father's combination gas
station and grocery, and his struggle for an education
are all fine material for a ca mpaign biography but not
germane to the question of his fitness for the presi·
dency. The fa ct that he is a veteran may also be ig·
nored. And let us also dismiss his wife, two daughters.
"Checkers," and religion as so much essential campaign
baggage, but certainly not prerequisites for the presi dency.
Let me make one further admission: Nixon has
made mistakes or has engaged in practices of questioned
wisdom. These include campaign strategy and the
cho ice of individual advisers. The truth is not easy to
establish in some of these questions, nonetheless' a
question of doubt may be present. These questions of
the past are free ly admitted; the impor.tant thing to be
stated about them is that Nixon has taken heed and
learned, and his record, in general, is one of unques·
tioned ethical integrity.
His record as a Congressman and Senator has been
in the interest of his country. He has voted consistent!~
to strengt.ben our country, to improve its foreign relations, and to improve the human environment. Nixon
also has been responsible for the rapport with Democrats in the Congress which is -responsible for getting
much of the Eisenhower program enacted. Thus his
experience in Congress will be of great service •to him
as president of the United States.
Another factor which would make Nixon a desirable
president is his executive experience of the past eight
years. Nixon estimates that he spends about 5% of his
time presiding over the Senate, the remainder, or 95%,
in executive assignments. He regularly attends all Cabinet meetings, ail Security Council meetings, and all
meetings of legislative leaders. ln general he attends
all White House meetings in which policy is determined . This included many of the high-level meetings
between Eisenhower and Khrushchev. ln addition to
these assignments, which give him experience with the
domestic and international problems of the .past eight
years, he also presides over the President's Committee
on Government Contracts and the Cabinet Committee
on Price Stabilization and Economic Growth. This experience and first-hand knowledge of the state or national affairs are great assets.
Finally, Nixon's extensive travel (five continents and
fifty-six countries) while he has served as Vice-President
is valuable training and has given him a global perspective in politics.
II
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DELJBER:\ TE defiance of tradition, the Democratic national convention picked John Fitzgerald Kennedy as its presidential nominee for 1960. ln picking a
Senator and a Roman Catholic one at that; in picking the front-running candidate, the man who had won
the primaries, the man who had sought the nomination
most earnestly, the Democratic Party defied the most
hallowed of politica l traditions. Jn equally deliberate
contradiction of the best political traditions, Candidate
Kennedy, rather than promising the American people
everything, asked them for something - a new pioneering spirit. In a brilliant closing address, the most inspiring in a generation, and far graver than people
have come to expect from the partisan political appeals
of the past, Kennedy set forth the challenge of his
NEW FRONTJER:
For the problems are not all solved and the battles
are not all won - and we stand today on the edge
of a new frontier - the frontier of the 1960's - a
frontier of unknown opportunities and perils a frontier of unfulfilled hopes and threats. Woodrow Wilson's New Freedom promised our nation a
new political and economic framework. Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal promised security and succor
to those in need. But the New Frontier of which
I speak is not a set of promises - it is a set of challenges. It sums up not what J intend to offer the
American people, but what J intend to ask of them.
It appeals to their pride, not their pocketbooks it holds out the promise of more sacrifice instead
of more security.
But I tell you the new Fronlicr is here, whether
we seek it or not. Beyond that frontier are uncharted areas of science and space, unsolved problems of peace and war, unconquered pockets of
ignorance and prejudice, unanswered questions of
poverty and surplus. It would be easier to shrink
back from that frontier, to look to the safe mediocrity of the past, to be lulled by intentions and
high rhetoric - and those who prdcr that course
should not cast their votes for me, regardless of
party.
The 43-year-old candidate then asked for all those
young in heart to respond and go forward with him
in his efforts to provide the country with a courageous
and vigorous leadership, a leadership to replace the
complacent, salesmanship type of approach of national
leadership characteristic of the past eight years. lt
seems only fitting that this bold and capable representa12

tive of the post-depression years should flout the political traditions of the past and capture, via a hard-fought
campaign, the leadership of the Democratic Party.
John Kennedy has a habit of winning. The second
of nine children, of a closely knit, highly successful
Irish family from Boston, Jack Kennedy has entered
every campaign, political or otherwise, as though fighting for his life. His father's wealth, estimated conservatively in the millions, assured him, early in life, of
financial independence. A trust fund for each of the
children could have permitted them the life of the idle
rich, always looking to father if more was needed.
Nothing has been further from the truth. The assumption in the Kennedy family was, and still is, that freed
of the necessity of making a living, each had a duty to
make his life worthwhile. No better example can
be found than John F. Kennedy.
After graduating from Harvard "cum laude," Jack
Kennedy joined the Navy. His gallant effort in saving
his crew after a Japanese destroyer had sliced through
their PT Boat is one of the great tales of heroism in
the South Pacific. He rescued his Machinist Mate by
clamping the mate's life jacket in his teeth and swimming breast stroke for five hours. While Kennedy wa~
recuperating in a hospital, his older brother, Joseph,
Jr., was killed while on a mission over the English
coast. Younger brother Bobby, who was to prove so
effective a thorn in the side of Dave Beck and Jimmy
Hoffa, and so effective and efficient a campaign manager for his brother, immediately quit Harvard and
joined the Navy as a seaman.
Joseph Kennedy, Jr., had been interested in a political career. Brother Jack now stepped into his shoes
and ran for Congress in 1946. Elected, he took his
oath at the same time as his present opponent. Kennedy's three terms in the House were chiefly distinguished
by his independence from the machine-dominated
Massachusetts delegation.
In 1952 Kennedy was ready for bigger things. After
a vigorous campaign, in which the tradition of the
whole Kennedy clan working as a unit was established,
and in the face of the nationwide Eisenhower landslide,
Kennedy beat the respected and highly popular Senator, Henry Cabot Lodge, by some seventy thousand
Yotes. Six years Ia ter, in 1958, Kennedy polled an
astonishing 72% of vote in his bid for re-election.
Two years prior to this smashing success, John Kennedy had become a national figure with his hairbreadth
loss of the 1956 Democratic vice-presidential nominaTHE CRESSF.T

tion to Estes Kefau,·er. In retrospect, Kennedy believes
that this loss saved him from political obscurity. He
had not sought the Vice-Presidency in I 956 and there
was no organized campaign. An atmosphere of spontaneity surrounded the whole thing.
This has not been the case with the presidential nomination. Kennedy travelled and spoke in all sections of
the country between 1956 and 1960. He arose often
in the Senate to make known his stand on major issues.
His ideas were set forth at every opportunity. When he
formally became a candidate for the presidential nomi ·
nation in January of this year (his mind had been made
up a month after the defeat for the vice-presidential
slot in 1956), he was known throughout the nation.
He subsequently entered and won seven primary campaigns to the surprise of critics and friends alike, none
of whom could say that he picked the easy ones. Efficiency, skill, and organization were the hallmarks of
the campaigns. Capable men, and plenty of them, each
with a job made the machine run smoothly. Yet it
was Jack Kennedy himself, anything but the lazy, idle,
rich man's son, who handpumpecl his way through
factories, shopping centers, and offices. A handsome
figure, suntanned, naturally smiling, direct and vigorous. A cool young man of poise, intelligence, aggressiveness, with a sense of serious purpose. John Kennedy
has the priceless quality of elemental vitality.

The Forward Look
In justifying the use of the phrase "Party of Hope,"
and in choosing a youthful but experienced and mature candidate, the Democrats have done the nation a
great service. Once again we are urged to look forward
instead of around or backward. Once again the dominant theme is the future - a new era, new hopes, a new
beginning, new frontiers. These are the phrases of the
convention, the platform, and the candidate.
John Kennedy personifies this new hope, this determination to look to the future. Yet he is not averse to
building on the past. Kennedy is a student of history
and believes in a strong presidency. He is strongly opposed to making things appear better and brighter to
the public than they actually are. This quality he
shares with Adlai Stevenson. The above quotation
from his acceptance speech demonstrates his historical
perspective and his realization that no Democratic candidate can do else but build on Wilson's New Freedom
and Roosevelt's Four Freedoms.
One of the remarkable things about Kennedy is that
he has been able to turn to his advantage many of the
very clear disadvantages that might have proved politically fatal: his intellectualism, his religion, his youth.
There is already considerable evidence that bigotry in
. \merican politics is not dead. It is to be expected that
opposition to Kennedy's Roman Catholicism will increase as the campaign is waged. So far his religion
~eems to have gained more votes than it has lost him.
1t is far more desirable to have a consistent, active
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Christian in the " ' hite House than a man who suddenly joins a particular church or becomes more active
in the one to which he has paid lip service over the
years, for political purposes. One of the finest statements on this problem appear in the editorial columns
of the January, 1960, issue of this magazine.
... those who object to a Roman Catholic on the
grounds that his faith might influence his decisions
and policies as President are objecting to any
candidate who might be suspected of believing in a
continuum between faith and works. vVe want
a President who is religious but whose religion gives
him no directives for the conduct of his office ...
why insult Protestants by suggesting that only a
Roman Catholic would be unable to divorce his
faith from his work?
Kennedy has reiterated time and time again that his
decision on every public policy would be his own as an
American and as a free man. He has pledged himself
to reject any kind of religious pressure or obligation
that might directly or indirectly interfere with his
conduct of the presidency. We have no evidence or
basis from his fourteen years in Congress to suggest
that he would do otherwise.
Kennedy's youthful vigor has been a tremendous a~
set in his whirlwind primary campaigns and will continue to be more of an asset in the most demanding
job of our time. Chronological age means little or
nothing in this day and age. lt is experience and
ability that count. Fourteen years on Capitol Hill have
given Kennedy more experience in the ways of the
capital than most of the men nominated in the past.
This experience is far more important today, when the
free world looks to Washington for leadership, than
several years of administrative experience as a governor
ol some state. It is not an accident that all of Kennedy's
rivals for the nomination and his opponent in the fall
campaign are products of the capital.
Surely his experience has taught him that one man
cannot do it alone; that personal peddling of a socalled American image does not substitute for strong
leadership at home; or that even a kitchen quarrel with
the opposition about the relative merits of American
color television and Russian Space Age supremacy does
not suffice to reassure the American people, their allies,
or the uncommitted peoples of the world, of the ability
to stand firm in the face of all threats. Experience
alone is not enough, regardless of the kind. Ability
to lead is the vital factor. One does not lead by standing on the hill exhorting the forces to move on. One
leads by getting out in front and challenging the others
to follow.
The central question in the campaign is therefore
one of leadership. Leadership requires courage, ambition, and organizing ability. lt requires an ability
to present the issues clearly to the masses and then to
select the men who will be charged with meeting and
solving the problems as they arise.
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No one can question Kennedy's courage. He dem·
onstrated it during 'Vorld 'Var li as a PT Boat commander. He pro\'ed it again in his campaign for the
nomination by the forthright manner in which he met
and dealt with the questions about his religion, his
youth and his experience. His best selling Pmfiles in
Cou ·m ge proves that Kennedy knows what courage is
and can recognize it in others.
Surely no one questions his ambition. But his is not
a mere empty ambition to hold high office. His is an
ambition nourished with an extensive understanding
of the public issues and brought to full bloom by a
yearning, not for material gain or fame, but to serve
his country and his people.
When it comes to organization, Kennedy yields to
no man. He is a person of consumate skill who has
shown that he knows how to go after and get what he
wants with a superb singleness of purpose. The American people can confidently look forward to an administration in which each part knows what the other is
doing and in which the president, not his press secretary or administrative assistant, is doing the leading.

A Man of Intelligence
Virtually every phrase used m the last few month~
to describe Kennedy has included the word "intelligent." All people admire learning whether they admit
it or not. The American people have not always been
happy with intellectual brilliance in the White House;
in fact, they have frequently chosen the less intelligent
of two candidates. But there have been times in the
past when the nation has realized it could not afford
the luxury of mediocrity. The nation needed a Lincoln after Buchanan, a Wilson after Taft, and a Roosevelt after Hoover. America today needs a man who
has recognized the issues, who has studied them, anrl
who has spoken out with courage and conviction on
them - a man who can make the decisions with intelligence and dispatch, a man who sees that they are carried out.
]n 1940 when only 23, Kennedy wrote a Harvard
thesis entitled Why England Slept. Arthur Krock
considered it of such merit that he urged Kennedy to
have it published. It demonstrated an outstandingly
perceptive understanding of the problem. lt also refuted most of the arguments that Kennedy's father had
used as Ambassador to Great Britain about keej)ing the
United States out of a war with Nazi Germany. Very
early then, and continuously ever since, John Kennedy
has demonstrated keen perceptiveness and an ab ility
to think for himself.
Kennedy's next book, the Pulitzer Prize winning
Profiles in Courage, published in 1956, was written
while Kennedy was recuperating from two spinal operations to correct damage suffered in World War II. The
research involved and the clarity of presentation is indicative of Kennedy's intellectual curiosity and capacity,
and the forceful manner of his presentation. These
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qualities are most necessary in any leader.
The Strategy of Peace, his third book, published
earlier this year, is a collection of the Senator's speeches
and statements on foreign policy, peace, and defense.
1t is most significant and important that such a volume
could be published long before the campaign. It dramatizes the fact that Kennedy has taken stands and has
expressed his views on the issues of the clay as they arose.
The most devastating case against Kennedy's opponent is not what he did long ago (the 1950 Senate race
against Helen Gahagan Douglas is enough for many
people) but that he still seems drably devoid of any
fighting beliefs, prepared to reverse himself on almost
any great question if the political winds shift. It wa~
not until the end of August that Mr. Nixon finally
published his first statement (this one on the nature
of communism) purporting to set forth his views. Even
the fair minded New York Times, recognizing the
value of such a statement from a candidate for public
office, found it uneven, cloudy, and containing many
errors. Too late with too little is not a desirable trait
for dynamic leadership.
John Kennedy managed to put together in Los
Angeles a coalition of political forces closely resembling
the classic grouping FDR fashioned in the early Thirties.
His opponents did not wake up until it was too late.
Kennedy's strength came from New England, from the
industrial states of the North, from the middle West
and West. Even to a small degree it came from the
South. Having won the day, he turned, with a stroke
of political genius, to his vanquished opponent, Senator Lyndon Johnson, and persuaded him to accept the
vice-presidential nomination. All this after Kennedy
had pushed through the most liberal platform in hi~
tory . Kennedy demonstrated his political astuteness
and emerged as master of his party.

A Progressive Platform
Both candidates have now pledged themsel\"es to
run on their · party's platform. The Democratic platform is one of the most literate and cohesive statements
ever put forth by a political party. Above all, it is intellectually respectable. It contains the strongest civil
rights plank in the history of either party. lt recognizes the plight of the American farmer and of America's
senior citizens. lt addresses itself to the fields of urban
renewal, education, housing, and conservation. All
of these are to be the object of study and concern, the
object of new programs. But above all it addresses itself to the problems of defense and foreign policy. The
latter is, by general agreement, to be the most important
in the campaign; the former is inexorably tied up with
the latter.
Opposition from the South and a minority report
on civil rights, even though they were expected, did
not deter a majority of the party from making the
splendid statement they did. The platform squarely
and courageously faced the number one moral issue of
THE CRESSET

our time - discrimination in all forms - and proposed
a program of immediate action with which to meet and
solve the problem.
The Democratic farm proposals have not been spelled
out in detail but it can be safely assumed that a Democratic administration will not devise and support a farm
program only to have one of its strongest supporters
(i.e., its Vice-President) for seven years repudiate it in
the eighth year for purely political purposes.
The proposals for adequate protection of the country's senior citizens set forth in the platform and fought
for at the short Congressional session will still be the
aim of a Kennedy administration.
The economic challenge of the Soviet Union will be
met with a plan to increase the average rate of national
economic growth to 5% per annum. It is of intere~t
to note that this need was finally acknowledged by the
Republican party in watered down fashion only after
the Democrats had taken their stand and Governor
Rockefeller had threatened to make a floor issue of it
at the Republican convention.
In order to support the social welfare and other
domestic economic aiel programs, the Democrat platform forthrightly states that, if higher taxes are necessary, they will institute them regardless of the political
disadvantages. However, it is expected that increased
economic growth and fiscal responsibility through the
ending of gross waste and unfair tax loopholes will
make such new taxes unnecessary.
It should be noted here that the Eisenhower Administration will probably go down in history as one of the
most important in our nation, not for its accomplishments as such, but because it has ratified the social
and economic reforms of the New and Fair Deals. As
Harry Golden, popular author of Only in America and
For 2 Cents Plain, says, "It was probably the stroke of
destiny that an Eisenhower and a Republican administration came along when they did to put the stamp of
ratification upon the noble ideas in human relations
which had been advanced by Wilson and Smith and
carried out by Roosevelt and Truman." Once in office, Eisenhower and the Republicans knew that "creeping socialism" was here to stay and that they dare not
touch the social and economic reforms wanted by the
people who had put them in Washington.
The great gains of the TJ1irties and the Forties have
been consolidated and accepted. lt is time once more
to move forward in quest of economic security and a
basis for world peace. It is time once more to move
on to a New Frontie~
In the fields of foreign affairs and defense, the platform takes issue not with the basic goals and chief
implements of our foreign policy. It is not a question
of isolation YS. non-isolation, of withdrawal from re-
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sponsibility vs. maintenance of responsibility, or of going it alone vs. partnership with our allies. There is
no question of continued support of NATO, of Mutual
Security, of the United Nations, and of the under-developed nations. There is a question, however, about
the methods by which these policies will be carried out
and about the men who will carry them out.
The Democratic Party pledges:
to recast our military capacity in order to provide forces and weapons of a diversity, balance
and mobility sufficient in quantity and quality
to deter both limited and general aggressions.
to regain the initiative on the entire international front with effective new policies for peace.
to overhaul our administrative machinery so
that America may avoid further diplomatic embarrassment and at long last speak with a single
voice in world affairs.
There is to be an end to the arms lag created be·
cause the President considered himself infallible in all
military matters or because a balanced budget garnered
more votes. There are to be no more journeys to the
brink; no more hesitations and vacillations that bring
communist infiltration to our doorstep. There is to
be an end to conflicting statements and shifting responsibility in any reverse suffered abroad.
The Democratic administration will revamp and
refocus the objectives and emphasis of the United
States foreign assistance programs.
Their primary
aim will again be, not to buy gratitude or recruit mercenaries, but to enable the people of emerging nations
to make their own choices. "As rapidly as security permits, tanks will be replaced with tractors, bombers with
bulldozers, and tacticians with technicians."
A clear recognition of the importance of India and
Pakistan and their efforts to wipe out disease, illiteracy,
and poverty; a specific welcome to the new nations of
Africa followed with a clearly defined and stated policy
of cooperation; and a promise to Latin America to restore the Good Neighbor Policy - these are the promises
of the Democratic platform. Promises that can and
will be kept; promises that every thinking American
realizes are necessary, valid, and just.
These and more are the contents of the "Platform o[
Hope." There is everywhere in it a full and complete
awareness of the new crisis of dangers and opportunities facing America. Though labelling the platform
"Utopian," a leading opposition critic admits that its
"goals are national, purposeful, and exciting" and
urges its own party not to "underestimate this new
Democratic assertion of Hope." For hope coupled with
a responsible and dynamic leadership is what the American people want. It is what the peoples of the worlcl
need.
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Marginal Notes of a Troubled Traveler
W ·r itlen in St. Gilgen where Moza·rt's motheT was born

Bv WALTER SoRELL
Drama Editor
JF YOU travel through Europe as a theatre-minded man
it seems as if every country and county, every city and
hamlet wants to get in on the act and participate in
the great vogue of the theatre festivals. During the
summer months the map of Europe is actually freckled
with the festival measles, and I hardly need stress that
the departments of commerce are not without influ ence in these artistic enterprises. But, after all, what
haven't the Medicis done for the arts!
Luckily, there are only very few crass cases in which
the artistry is pure pretense for the exploitation of the
tourist business which has grown incomparably during
the last decade. It seems to have assumed plague-like
dimensions when you are in the midst of it and proves
that democratization has worked wonders. To travel i ~
no longer the prerogative of the rich - except perhaps
off-season when the lights of the festivals are extinguished. Americans are still the main target and the
dollar remains the symbol of the innocents abroad . The
Germans, who were always passionate tourists with
Rucksack and all, seem to be as rich as the Americans
and have exchanged the knapsack for a lVlercedes.
They are flooding the festivals as much as the English
escaping their climate and having their spot of tea in
the continental coffeehouses. But now having noticed
for the first time that the petit bo111geois of the grand
nation has taken to travelling, too, I am convinced that,
on the one hand, our age is the dawn of the common
man and that, on the other hand, he wants to have one
quick and perhaps last look at the world which so often
is pictured to him as doomed.
There are those quick views, those snapshots of great
art, those glimpses of culture with which most of them
get away, taking morsels in passing instead of one good
look at one or two things. Arthur Miller once contended that it is worse to give the public classics in abbreviated or condensed .form than not to give them at
all. This is creating the illiterate snob, the half-baked
highbrow. \Vhat else can those unprepared travelers
tripping over art treasures, torn out of trains and busses
to be rushed to a Jerdermann performance in front of
the Salzburg Dom, or let loose on the mystery of the
Michel Pacher altar in the village church of St. Wolfgang on which Pacher worked ten full years of his life
-what else can they take home but a blurred image and
the soldierlike souvenir of vc11i, vidi, vici! True, they
came, but how much could their minds conquer of
what their eyes saw?
JG

Having again been exposed to the repertory theatres
in Europe I feel certain that no histrionic culture can be
created, no theatre-minded audience developed without
a thorough knowledge of the classics. Our sporadic
attempts at the Elizabethan and Restoration drama
are completely overshadowed by an almost compulsive
interest in the play of today and the entertainment
theatre. How many plays by Shakespeare, Calderon ,
or Moliere has Broadway, or off-Broadway for that mat·
ter, seen in the last ten years? Out of shame of the expected result I would shun such research.
All European theatres have a well-balanced program,
those in the big cities as well as the provincial pla.yhouses. Only London's West End is keyed to the same
mentality as Broadway, though it is somewhat reassured
by the Old Vic taking good care of the classic.
Even privately run playhouses such as the Zurcher
Schauspielhaus are partially subsidized, and relatively
poor countries such as Austria spend millions of schillings to preserve the great tradition of the Vienna
Opera or the high standard of the Salzburg Festivals.
The so much feared political influence as a consequence
of state subsidies is as minimal as the danger of the
rich dilettanti buying themselves a niche in the commercially competitive theatre. Continued great theatre
can only be achieved in a financially carefree organization where experimenting does not rip the bottom out
of your existence, where you can rehearse a play three to
five months, as the Brecht Theater or the Teatro Piccolo
does, and where you can risk faill!re unpunished. For
all great art is the product of trial and error, of creation
and elimination.
When I saw two classic performances, a Moliere and
Calderon, in the small theatre in Salzburg- plays which
no Broadway producer would dare put on except in
the mutilated shape of a musical - and when I saw how
the audience followed the familiar action with unmistakable elation, with an almost moist-eyed euphoria,
I had to think of that student at Columbia University
who once in class maintained that Goethe's Faust is
a silly play, if a play at all, and who recently established
himself as a legitimate Broadway producer.
Everything related to the theatre seems far better
grounded in Europe than in the States, more mature
in approach, less hasty, more selective in quality, the
actors less typed and rather creating types. On the
other hand, one cannot fail to · see how much richer
in talents we are. If we could only stop misusing them!
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From the Chapel

Comfortable Religion

...

BY THE REV. ALFRED P. KLAUSLER
Editor, The Walther League Messenger
Seek good. and not evil, that you may live; and so the Lord,
the God of hosts, will be with you, as you have said. Hate
evil, and love good, and establish justico in the gate; it may be
that the Lord, the God of hosts, will be gracious to the remnant
of Joseph.
Amos 5: 14, 15

OF GLOOM have never won popularity
PROPHETS
contests. The nature of their make-up and their
feeling of mission have always barred them from an
impressive Trendex rating or a high percentage in a
Gallup poll. They have always seemed content tr:
utter their foreboding comments and then retire to
some cave to brood over humanity's refusal to listen.
These are the men who decry the present order of affairs
and wish a return to honest simplicities and primary
truths.
Perhaps they do resent being castigated as pessumsts,
as poor patriots, as faithless Americans unimpressed by
the strides of the American economy. Like all human
beings, they undoubtedly want to be loved. They are,
however, sufficiently philosophical to realize that mankind has never liked them, never will like them, and
no doubt wishes to be rid of them forever. They are
major irritants constantly interrupting a peaceful and
prosperous existence. Only after they arc dead will
they receive honors and eulogies.
It's not only in the secular world that these prophets
are cursed or shunned or banished. It happens, alas,
in the church, too, that the sour-visaged, strident-voiced
prophet of doom and gloom, to paint the traditional
portrait of him, is shoved into an obscure, darkened
corner. This is unfortunate indeed because the organized church today, as in the past, is always in need of
a baker's dozen of these prophets to do some shouting.
There are a few abroad today but their voices are
generally effectively silenced or muffled.
And who would want to deny that there is much that
is wrong with the church today? Here I am speaking
of our particular segment of Christendom, small as
it may be. If this question applies to the rest of
Christendom, especially Protestantism, let it be applied.
There is a peculiar blight on the churches today
which is both baffling and shocking. Jn the desperate
attempt to become contemporaneous the church used
the outward trappings of our modern civilization: these
trappings may be the worthy use of clean-lined, starkly
functional church; or the church may sponsor most
generously the mellifluous blandishments of religious
soap opera. The church may use the clever techniques
of the advertising world to create a climate of accepOcTOBER 1960

tance in an arena basically hostile to the Gospel. The
church today has generally taken on the coloration ot
her surroundings. This would be amusing if it were
not so tragic in the final summing up.
Modern corporation methods are sedulously aped
within the church. Investment counselors see to it that
the church's monies are safely placed in sound common
stocks and bonds so that an adequate return is guaranteed.
The reverence with which the church regards the
business world would be the occasion for cosmic laughter if the church could only look at herself in the light
of her past history.
There is more than just a suspicion abroad that the
health of the church is statistically judged. When
some eager publicity man loudly trumpets through our
asphalt jungles that we have passed the eight million
mark in membership and that collections have passed
another million-mark, we shout electronic hosannas,
possibly to cover up our failures.
The church is constantly being counselled to play it
safe, to avoid becoming implicated in the many messy
situations of our time. The head of Sun Oil Company,
to cite one example, has enlisted a host of followers
whose cry is that the church should not involve her·
self in the contemporary situation. He says that his
fellow businessmen would give far more to the church
if the church learns to shut up about what ails the
political, the economic, the social, the cultural life
of the world.
It's not a matter of shock that the contemporary
church is the last hope of the race-haters, the segregationists. Under the guise of smooth words and phrases
like "expediency," "understanding the situation properly," "avoiding extremes," the church successfully plays
the middle game and then, as happened not too many
weeks ago, appropriates a million dollars to expand
a segregated school for Negroes in Alabama.
There is a hauting feeling in many troubled Christian hearts that the organized church is truly in a critical phase. She may continue her corporate existence
for generations to come but her meaning and the validity of her existence will have become nil to these future
generations.
The frightening question is this: are we willing to
assume the burden placed upon us by the God of history
to proclaim the message of the church, to preach the
righteousness of God in an age smugly content with its
achievements?
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There are uncomfortable parallels between the Jsrae~
of the eighth century before Christ and our day. Under
.Jeroboam 11 the nation enjoyed a degree of prosperity
and general contentment which brought smiles or
happiness to eight-century cntrepcneurs. H. E. W.
Fosbrok has pointed out that the land ami its individuals lived in a glm·ious state of euphoria. The
.\ssyrians had withdrawn to the east and Israel could
now develop its resources. lt controlled the great
traue routes which meant wealth, prosperity, employment. There was little danger from the colossus of the
cast.
Unfortunately, this feeling of well-being was a threadbare sheet hastily pulled over a dying society. As a result
of the many wars Israel had engaged in, significant
changes had taken place in its social ami religiou~
fabric. The small farmer had become a souvenir of
another era. He was dispossessed. Large landholding~
were now part of the economic scheme. There were
social dislocations. There were poor people: widows,
orphans, beggars. The wealthy grew wealthier. They
built stately mansions for their comfort. It was a
glorious time of prosperity and optimism.
There was also the feeling that God was smiling upon them and they were favored worshipers or a benefi cent God. They were zealous in temple attendance.
They practised a comfortable partnership with God, a
God who smiled upon their well-being.
This pleasant life was interrupted by an uncouth
prophet from a wilderness country o( desolate limestone
hills . Amos attacked the comfortable partnership existing between the nation and a God whom Amos knew a~
one demanding justice, fair-dealing to all people, right
eo us ness.
He denounced the perversion of justice; he cried out
against the oppression of the poor. He poured divinelyinspired wrath upon the luxurious living and sensual
inuulgence of the wealthy. Their God had become
a God in their own image, one who encouraged their
enslavement to selfish human desires.
He was not content with denunciation. Running
through his cries is the constant theme: "Seek the Lord
and live ... Seek good and not evil, that you may live.··
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And he ends on the glorious note, "In that day will I
raise up the booth of David that is fallen and repair its
breaches, and raise its ruins, and rebuild as in the days
of old."
"Seek the Lord and live." Here is a command aduressed to our generation, our church, our land, our
time. The God revealed in Amos is a God who rules
nature and nations, a God who is the Lord of all history.
He is a God of glory and judgment, a God demanding
obedience on divine terms. He is the God of righteousness.
In the sixteenth century, on the threshold of the
ages of nationalism and industrialization, an angry
university professor uttered the same cry and asked
for a return to the simplicity and verity of the Lord
God.
Jt was not easy for Martin Luther of the University of
Wittenberg to reveal his restlessness and dissatisfaction .
Through tortured years a seeking mind and a troubled
conscience discovered the true righteousness of God.
For him God was a God of grace, still awful in His
judgment upon mankind but loving and forgiving
through Jesus Christ. This was the treasure he found.
He cried to his generation: Seek the Lord and live.
To us, the inheritors of the treasure of the New Testament and of the discovery of the Reformation, the burden of responsibility becomes great. We have a treasure: the holy God receives sinners; the holy God deals
with sinners in time; the holy God accepts us. The
righteousness of this God in Christ becomes ours
through faith.
Amos demanded of his contemporaries a theo-centri :.:
life. Martin Luther cried to his age that all hope was
only in the God revealed in Jesus Christ. Here true
life was to be found.
The dank smell of death is upon our world. There
is an ease in Zion which lulls our sense of world vision
and conquest. Thus the cry of Amos, "Seek the Lord
and live", must come to us as a scream in the time of
rubber-foamed slumber. "Seek the Lord and live" not
a life of ease and conformity but a life in the Lord of
righteousness who is forever dissastisfied with the sinner's efforts and who forever loves him in His Son.
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The Mu sic Room

The Function of the Critic
-----------------------------B y

THIRTEEN YEARS ago I had an opporA BOUT
tunity to discuss the art of music criticism with
the late Olga Samaroff, one of the truly great women
pianists of recent times. I began the conversation by
telling the famous artist that my long-standing acquaintance with Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky's Piano Con certo
in B Flat Minor dated from the time I had heard her
play this ever-popular work.
Back in the 20's Mme. Samaroff had suffered an arm
in jury which forced her to give up her career as a concert pianist. For two years (1927-29) she served as
music critic for the New York Evening Post. I used to
devour her reviews; for I knew that a w.~alth of learning, experience, and sound judgment w~nt into everything she wrote. Besides, Mme. Samaroff had the abilitv
to communicate her thoughts and conclusions in English that never smacked of pedantry, clumsiness, or a
longing to be regarded as unapproachably erudite.
The vice of flaw-picking was one of the subjects I
discussed with Mme. Samaroff. Critics, as you know,
are almost invariably accused of being in the clutches
of an irrepressible desire to find fault, and the charge
is often made that they have learned to invent shortcomings in order to have something to write about.
"What good does it do," said Mme Samaroff, "to point
out that in one, two, or three measures an artist accidentally played or sang a B natural instead of a B flat?
What purpose does such criticism serve? After all,
every artist no matter how great he or she may be, is
human."
I have always agreed wholeheartedly w~th; what Mme.
Samaroff said. But mistakes are never· excusable when
they are due to slipshod preparation or to downright
ignorance. If, for example, a singer, an instrumentalist,
or a conductor muddies a composition by Mozart, who
was a master of clarity, this is a fault that cannot be
condoned. If, on the other hand, an artist inadvertently
sings or plays a false note now and then, a hullabaloo
about this common frailty is .as pointless as it is gratuitous. Paderewski and Anton Rubinstein often struck
wrong keys at the wrong time. Yet they were great
artists in spite of this. Fritz Kreisler was never noteperfect. But will anyone question his greatness as a
violinist?
Sometimes a critic is not in complete agreement with
the way a composition is presented. In such cases he
should give forthright expression to his views. It is
usually profitable to ventilate moot points. This can
be helpful to the critic himself as well as to the person
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whose qualifications he undertakes to evaluate. I have
always subscribed with all my heart to the axiomatic
truth that music thrives on controversy.
Long experience in the field of c.riticsm has taught
me that it is possible to learn much from the competent musicians about whom one writes. In fact, I have
gained far more knowledge from them than I could
ever have hoped to give them. This is why I made
it a practice to interview artists whenever time and
circumstances permitted.
Now I shall make a statement for which more than
one critic will excoriate me. Artists in the true sense
of the word often know more about the music they
present than most critics ever know. Mind you, I am
speaking about artists in the true sense of the word not about the would-be artists who have always cumbered the earth in the world of music.
A real artist has every right to scorn petty faultfinding. Critics, no matter how influential they may be or
think they are, should share such scorn. Nevertheless,
I do not believe that criticism should always be constructive. Sometimes it has to be destructive. But the
ability to be destructive as well as constructive in the
best sense of these two words invariably springs from a
determination to be fair-minded and from a constant
endeavor to add to one's knowledge. It is only the pip·
squeaks who delude themselves into believing that they
have devoured wisdom by the hogsheadful and can
dispense it by the ton.

Some Recent Rec ordin gs
FREDER:IC FRANCOIS CHOPIN. Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra No. I, in E Minor and Krakowiak, Op. 14. Stefan
Askenase, piano, with the Residentie Orkest den Haa.g unde-r
Willem van Otterloo. Excellent performances by Lwow-born
Askenase, who grew up in the school of Chopin. Deutsche
Grammophon Gesellschaft. WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART. Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 22, in E Flat
Major (K. 482). FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN. Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra in D Major, 0 p. 21. (foerg Demus, piano,
with the Radio-Symphonie Orchester Berlin under Franz-Paul
Decker. Clear-cut playing of two beautiful works. Deutsche
Grammophon Gesellschaft. - HUGO WOLF. Se-lections from
Spanisches Liederbuch. Irmgard Seefried, soprano, and Eberhard Waechter, baritone, with Erik Werba at the piano. Sterling
singing of masterpieces from the pen of Wolf, one of the great
masters of the German lied. Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft.
- OTHMAR SCHOECK. Lieder Vo-n Othmar Schoeck. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone, with Margi.t Weber at the piano.
Beautifu•l compositions by the distinguished Swiss composer.
Fischer-Dieskau is a great artist. Deutsche Grammophon Gesell;chaft.
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The Good Shepherd
--------------------8 y
Jesus gave them this illustration, but they did not grasp the
point of what he was saying to the-m. So J esus said to them
once more: "I do assure you that I my5elf am the 'door' for th-.:
sheep. All who have gone before me are like thieves and rogues,
but the sheep did not listen to them. I am the 'door.' If a
man .goes in through me, he will be safe and sound; he can come
in and out and .find his food. The thief comes with the sole
intention of stealing and killing and destroying, but I came to
bring them life, and far more life than before . I am the good
shepherd. The good shepherd will ·give his life for the sake of
his sheep. But the hired man, who is not th e shepherd, and
docs not own the sheep, will sec the wolf coming, desert the
sheep and run away. And the wolf will ~ttack the flock and
send them flying. The hired man runs away because he is only
a hired man and has no interest in the sh eep. I am the good
shepherd, and I know those that are mine and my sheep know
me, just as the Father knows me and I know the Father. And
I am giving my life for the sake of the sheep.
And I h :wc other sheep who do not belong to this fold . I must
lea d these also, and the·y will hea r my voice. So there will be
one flock and one shepherd.
St. John 10:7-16

J N THE IMPERFECT memory which is the hazy
afterglow of youth, there is still always the figure ot
the Good Shepherd. We were at the Seminary before
we ever saw sheep outside of the mall in Central Park,
New York, and we never saw a shepherd really holding
a lamb until we came to the fields below Bethlehem.
There was an inexpressible tenderness in the way in
which the ragged and dirty man handled the lamb with
the bleeding nose. We never did know what had cut
or bitten the nose of the little lamb - communications
between us and Arabic shepherds never reached such
fine points of expression - but we did note that the
lamb had been bleating like a beaten child one moment and the next it was quiet in the arm of the shepherd. Strangely, the lambs and the sheep give a fint:
gift to the hands that handle them with such love and
understanding. There is no more perfect and beauti-
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ful skin than the hand of a shepherd. The peculiar
oil from the sheep, which we in modern times call
"lanolin," gave its gift of beauty throughout the centuries to the hands that handled the sheep.
The Fall time is the time of new beginnings in schools
and churches all over the land. For the first few
months, there is a beautiful agreement that education
consists essentially in preparing man for what he must
do and what he must be here below. As Christians.
we go one step farther and say that all this must be
done in order to attain the sublime end for which God
created man and for which Christ redeemed him. We
make no compromises with the fact that we recognize
no education as being true which is not directed ulti mately to man's final end - the saving of man's soul.
We go even farther and say that there can be no
ideally perfect education which is not Christian education because in the present order of things, since God
has revealed Himself to us in the person of Jesus Christ,
the Word made flesh, Who alone is the way and the
truth and the life, we must learn to follow Him. Our
proper and immediate task is to reveal this divine grace.
Without it, the formation of the true and perfect
Christian is impossible. Shepherding the souls of children in the family - the souls of students in their years
of school - is one of life's great challenges. Everywhere
men face up to it in different ways. For the beginning
of the school year and for all those who have the care of
children in the home or in the classroom, we present
this beautiful figure. It is cut from two hard limestone blocks. The figure is life-size and was hewn at
the Munich Academy, under Professor Josef Henselmann, by the sculptor Willy Guglhoer. The sculptor
has never been able to persuade himself to part with
the statue.
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BOOKS OF THE MONTH
A Vigorous Reaffirmation of the Third Article
A review of

A Short History of Christianity

By Martin E. Marty (a Meridian Books Living Age original, $1.60 )
Cresset

contributor

Marty is

the first

Missouri Synod theologian ever to get a
complete church history into print. Why?
Why has our church with its reputation for
classical theological scholarship and with
its concern about being "church" (and
not sect) devoted so little obvious concern
to church history during the first century of
its existence? Those who are in the know
will ask whether Marty's book really is
representative of our denomination.
For
the fact is that the writing assignme-nt came
from a J ewish publication house to an
author who is a prophet much more honored i:1 the main-stream of American Protestanicm than he is in his own country.
But this much, at least, does reflect the
denominational origins of his book, viz.,
that in the last gene.ration in our church
th ere has been a visible awakening to the
church's history in all centuries and not exclusively to those associated with Wittenberg or Perry County. One harbinger of
this springtime is the reformation resea rc~
center beginning to bud in our midst. Yet
we do not want to concentrate merely on
th e sixteenth century once more, and just
do a better job there than has been done
among us before - although that it itself
would be no mean achievement. But there
is more to the church, to our church, than
the sixteenth century.
Our church was
alive and active in the Middle Ages too.
Our church is the fellowship of the Anteand Post-Nicene fath ers. If by default in
scholarship we r elega te the ancient and
medieval church to the Romans, Anglicam,
or Eastern Orthodox, do we not tacitl y admit that our church did start outside the
front door of the castle church in Wittenberg and not behind the locked doors of
J erusalem?
Good things ought to come to a denomination that takes church history seriously.
One is a frontal attack on the classical heresy of docetism, a seemingly " Christian"
heresy because it is so spiritual, so otherworldl y, so anti-secular. But this heresy
doesn't really let God be God despite its
direct protestations to the contrary. It does
not reall y permit God to get involved in
huma n history, nei ther that of .first century
Pales tin e, nor that of twentieth-century
American church lifl'l. And who wiH gai nsay the slices of practical docetism in the
working piet y of ma ny of us ? It shows up,
e.g., when our college students will hold to
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the Incarnation four-squar e, but fight tooth
and nail against the real temptability of
J esus in the wildern c.ss, because "if H e really could be tempted, then He can't be
God" ; or again when we confess our bcEef in the hol y Christian church, but naturally couldn't apply what we say about
holy Christian church to our own parish,
because " Well, I know how bad some of
th l'l people are in my home congregation."
Another benefit of renewed church history interc.st ( it m ay be cause, effect, or
both) is a revivifying of the theology of
the Third Article of the Christian creed .
Until these last days Prote st an ti ~ m generally, our own denomination included, has not
made th e most of th e Third Article. Not
that it has bc.en expunged (although some
have expurga ted the word "catholic" in
favor of "Christian"), but it has been liturgical acknowledged and then publicl y
avoided , or at best, left unused. Symptomatic of this fact is the image which such
Third Article concepts as pentecostal, holiness, and spiritual automatically bring to
our mind - a churchline.ss which strikes us
as at best left-wing Protestant.
Appreciating church history and appropriating the Third Article go naturally
hand in hand. For in this article we confess that between our Lord's first leaving
and His last coming, the Holy Spirit i'
loose in the world. Since we happen to
live in this intc·rim between Christ's leaving a nd coming, this article ought conceivably to merit our prime attention. It's
all about us. By the same tok en the church
whose h istory is sandwiched in between
these journeys of our Lord ought to be
high on our priority list. Yet we, Lutherans, in saying that redemption is what
reall y counts, have often hardl y got much
be yond the Second Article. In so doing
we have not acted within the heritage ot
our tradition, for it is at the heart of
Lutheranism (a nd not exclusively ours,
by any mea ns) that the Holy Spirit of the
Third Articl e continues and mediates th<"
benefits of the Second on specific assignment by the Christ of tha t Second Article.
There.fore the centuries since Christ's
ascension, the centuries of the history of
the church, are no less redemptive history
than th e first thirty years of the first century were. The history of the c hurch actually is the unbroken co ntinuation of tha t
which is recorded in the documents we call

the New Testament. This is so eve n though
th e church itself shows up fractured and
in schism in history.
correlation

M aybe th ere is a

between . the broken Body of

Christ, the church, and th a t bod y of Christ,
the God-man, itself broken on a tree.

Per-

haps this is one of the marks, one of the
ta ngib le signs that the history of the church
is in fact a " to-be-continued" piece of the
new testa men t, th e " new deal" th a t God
instituted in his Son, th e new eon. Since
th ere is no incontrovertible eviden ce that
this Spirit-ope·ratcd new testament has
ceased fun ctioning by 1950, since there is
no incontrovertible evidence that God has
ignored His church during twen ty cen turies
of its existence, we ourselves can ignore
both onl y at our own p eril.
Have not many of us been ignoring the
high th eology of the Third Article, eith er
in series or parallel with our disinterest in
the history of the church? We have joined
voices with conserva tive Protestantism to
preserve th e First Article of creation a nrl
often to insist about its pre·cise procedure.
W e have urged th e Second Article with
might and mon ey in "bringing Christ to
the nations." But have we really been so
riled up about the Third Article? H ave
we gene·rall y understood the works of the
Spirit? H as not the "one, hoi y Christian
church" often become " those who are in
agreement with us"? H as not the action
of the Sacraments, instead of removing fear
and trembling, actually promoted it among
many of our poople? Has not the for giveness of sins often been understood as
" God blinking an eye as long as we believe"? Has not the resurrection of th"
body bee n frequently re-placed by a surrogate immortality of the soul? And , finally,
wha t is eternal life to many of ou r people
but a reward for th e pious and the not too
ungodly?
But, tha nks be to God, the scales do fall
from human eyes when we look faithfull,·
to th e Third Article. Although our vision,
like all Christian vision, still needs improvem ent, e.g., some Christian men still
look .Jike denominational trees walking, we
are alerted to th e livelin ess of it all and
we see the theology of the Holy Spirit
twitching in our midst. This is itself a
sign of the work of th e Spirit. M art y's
church history is a noth er sign of this. So
is the name of the new suburban p ari sh
THE CRESSET

which he parsons - The Lutheran Church
of the Holy Spirit.
Marty be-gins his book with the Third
Article of the Nicene creed.
The four
church ly adjectives in that confession one, holy, catholic, apostolic are the
four motifs which he traces through each
of the four traditional church history periods early, medic-val, reformation, modern.
By devoting a chapter to each motif in
each period he moves four times through
each period and by the fourth time in
each period one is convinced that even
in this "short" history of Christianity he
has left no tome unstirred. The novelty
(or is it antiquity?) of this ground plan
makes for lively reading, meaningful repetition, continuity, and perspective and gives
convenient pegs for retention and structur·
ing of the whole.
Marty moves with a journalist's haste,
out to beat the deadline and still get the
whole story in. Like St. Mark in his gospel about Christ's care·er, Marty leads on<!
to believe that everything in the career
of the body of Christ took place "straightaway" after the last event; and, without
pausing for breath, he rushes on at a furious pace. But who is to say that he docs
not succeed in gettin g th e whole story
told?
In seeking a middle way between "the
positivism of syllabi for classrooms and the
passion of uncritical religious histories" '
Marty succeeds in being both critical and
positiv0 and passionate.
He is himself
catholic eno ugh to criti ze or comme~d as
the facts warrant it. His understanding of
holiness is such that he can see the positive holiness of the church in spite of
(perhaps because of?) the rags and tatters
she wc-:1rs. His passion is apostoli c not in
the form of some irrational ax to grind,
but in concerned commitment that uses
striking grammar and perceptive epigram
to get his message across. Through it all
one catches frequent glimmers that pe-rsonally Marty is promoting "one" as the
churchly adjective of importance, at least
of importance for our age.
This short history is not intended particularly for the "intelligent or unintelligent
layman, cleric, academic, or historian."
Marty wants it to be for the "general
reader." Therefore he "removes the masks
and marks of erudition. " But as a previous reviewer has already noted, this
general reader will have to be a very
thoughtful reader, well-informed of the
course of Western civilization before he
begins. Since such a reader is in the distinct minority in our land, the book is not
easily adapted to classroom use. This reviewer has tried it twice - once with college sophomores and once with a church
adult education class and spent more
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time functioning as a dictionary and a sentence-structure analyst for the students than
as a history teacher. This is not a criticism of the work, which does excite the
reader Marty has in mind. This reader just
is not so general as Marty anticipates.

If there are criticisms to raisL', they would
be more in the nature of cautious questions.
Not questions on content, on things left
out vs. things left in, nor questions on superficiality, e.g., the page and one-quarter
on "Luther vs. Romt'" which the Saturday
Reviewer discovered, but questions on presuppositions and substructural elements.
To wit, just what do the four churchl y
adjectives mean originally, either in th e
Now Testament or in the Nicene creed or
both? Are not these adjectives themselves
precisely in their application to the church
much more christological than Marty makes
them in his brief definitions on p. 9£.?
Especially for a Lutheran does not th e
Third Article of the Large Catechism constitute a confessional commitment to il
specific definition of "holy," i.e., that holiness is not a static, but an "active" noun,
"being brought to Christ the Lord to receive tho blessing . . . of his passion, death,
and resurrection"?
Similarly the term apostolic is load ed
with christology. It is not so much who
is speaking, as what he is saying that makes
a message apostoli c. If not, then Judas is
as canonical as Peter. It was not acci d enta l
that in a paragraph defining apostolicit~·
Luther coined his famous "Christum treibon" phrase. What urges Christ is aposto·
lie.
This g:ves rise to another question, which
every written or spoken work of the apostoincluding twen~ieth ce ntury
lic church church histories - must answer. What sort
of Christ is being urged ? Marty ack nowledges on the second last page that the resurgence in our day of "Biblical theology"
as such solves little; "The question is what
kind?" So it is with christology, too. Wh at
kind?
Marty makes a variety of christological
statements in chronicling the vari ety that
has characterized just this doctrine in two
thousand ye.ars. Yet he is not so detached
that he refuses to pick his own favorite ,
and here I must say his favorite is not my
favorite.
It may be just a matter of
de gustibus . . . but I do not think so.
Marty's "favorite" christology is centered on "the scandal of historical particularity" (p. 17 & 26). "The revelation of
God in Jesus Christ . . . this event cuts
across time and etern ity." ( p. 15) "The
flesh of tJ esus was the place where men
did, and still. do, believe and disbelieve"
(p. 27). "The stress is on the incarnation,
on God's eternal Word made flesh. Such a
proclamation is offensive." (p. 33). Toward
the end of his chapte r on "apostolic" in

th e ancient church he records "the central
Christian affirmation: that somehow the
Infinite broke through in the times and
places associated with Jesus Christ."
Question: is it the central Christian affirmation that God is somehow walking
around on the ground in th e person of
Jesus of Nazareth? This is in the Christian affirmation, but how central? If the
central affirmation is good news, gospl'i,
then just to have this God walking around
on earth is not per se good news. It can
be "a terrifying thing to fall into the hands
of (meet face to face) the living God."
This is the very event which was bad news
for Peter when he was in the same boat
with God and pleaded : " D epart from me!"
The "center" of the gospel which Christians proclaim is not that God has come
down to earth. Does any N ew Testament
writer see atonement complete at Bethl ehem? Does not even St. John with his
high emphasis on the incarnation report
at the end of his gospe-l that doubting
Thomas was brought to faith , not by seeing "the fl esh of lJesus," but by having
Christ focus Thomas' attention on the
marks (to be sure in the flesh) of th e. crucifixion, and th en confessing the nse!l
crucified one as his Lord and God? Does
the New Testament anywh ere actually call
the incarnation a scandal? Is it not always
the cross that is the scandal? A human
god is not so bad, but a dead god? is
this not the scandal? - the scandal whereby we are at-one with God?
When apostolic Paul condenses his central proclamation to its least common denominator, it is not the word of the manger. but the "Word of th e cross" or "noth··
ing except Jesus Christ and Him crucified."'
The good news of the Gospel is that God'~
verdict about me changes because of what
happen ed at the completion of Jesus' earthly career and not simply because that ea rthly career did in fact have a beginning.
Marty does not ignore crucifixion chistology, but he should have made more of it,
especially in keeping with his apostolic
concern. He cites the custom of the catholic Christian to kneel at the "et incarnatu~
est" of the Creed, d t'monstrating its Importance. To show full reverence for the
full apostolic gospel, let us drop to our
knees at the "incarnatus," but let us stay
down for the "et erucifixus pro nobis" and
then arise with joy for the "et resurrexit."
Should Marty be able to incorporate th!s
f uHer sense of the Second Article in some
future edition, joining full er christology to
a full Third Article framework , it would
be a still better volume. And then perhaps in a third edition he might bring in
the First Article of creation too. But perhaps a trinitarian church history is too
much to expect. To my knowledge it has
never happened before on paper, that
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is. Pe.rhaps, like the Trinity itself, tnmtarian church history is only comprehensible
in the resurrection.
·E ow ARD H.

ScHROEDER

RELIGION
THE PROVERBS FOR TODAY

By Thomas Coates (Concordia, $2.00)
The former m anaging editor of The
Cresset has written a winsome presentatiOJ! of Christian ethi cs, based upon the
Old T estament Book of Proverbs as illumi·
nated by our Lord 's New Commandment.
Dr. Coates writes with simplicity and grace
and with obvious conviction. The Christian
life, as he presents it, is one of dignity and
moderation, of sobriet ~ and responsibility,
of simplicity and good humor and an intimate fellowship with God.
This book should be helpful to Christiam
of all ages, but particularly to young prople
who have not yet had the opportunity to
learn from extended experi ence that the
standards of conduct which God enjoins
upon His people really are meant to give
them life, and that more abundantly.
MY PICTURE STORY BIBLE

By Dena Korfker (Zondervan, $3.95 )
With the menace of Christmas shopping
looming in the all-too-near future, The Crerset breaks its general rule against reviewing
juvenile literature to call attention to an
exceptional, modestly-priced retelling of
Bible stories which should make a wei·
come gift to .g odchildren, nephews,. and
nieces. This is a big book ( 512 pages) ,
nicely illustrate-d with twenty-four full-page,
full-color illustrations and many small
·black-and-white drawings, and it is faithful
to the Biblical text, although recast in the
language of small children. It should be
widely available in bookstores.

GENERAL
'REFLECTIONS OF AN ANGRY
MIDDLE-AGED EDITOR

By James A. Wechsler (Random House,
$3.95 )
J ames A. Wechsler is editor of the- Ne w
York Post, the polar opposite politically of
The Chicago Tribune.
H e is liberal in
the proper sense of that much-abused word
and one of the last surviving m embers of
that vanishing specie>s, th e crusading journa-list.
Mr. Wechsler is, and has been, angry
about a great many things:
the slanted
reporting in the TIME-LIFE-FOR TUNE
publications, the new hedonism, the cult
of personality, the vapidity of American
newspapers, the " de-liberate lack of speed"
in desegration,
McCarthyism, Richard
Nixon, and beatniks. A Communist himself for a few years when he was very
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young, he has no patience with those who

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF

use a fictitious R ed scare to confuse legiti-

THE SOVIET UNION

mate issues, and even less patience with
those who fail to recognize the real menace
of Communism in world affairs.
This reviewer belongs to Mr. WechS'ler's
generation and is, like him, an editor. We
bear wounds from some of the same battles.
a nd not all of them have healed. It is
good, therefore , to hear a familiar voice in
full cry and disquieting, too, because
some of us middle-aged edi tors are not
so much angry any more as frustrat ed or
disillusioned.
And this is, perha ps, thP.
ultimate sell-out : to know that the world
is on its way to Hades in a handbasket but
to be content to let it go, if that is what it
wants.
Wecl::sler is not content to let it go. H e
still cares about the future of mankind and
of his country. Slums enrage him, and
slick politics, and complacency, and Pollyanna optimism that everything will work
out in the end.
Pseudo-liberals enrage
him even more. And the mad bent of contemporary world affairs sends him into a
transport of passionate protest:
Perhaps there is no turning back
even now; nothing guarantee·s a happy
ending to our story. I urge onl y that
we see the idiocy into which we have
converted the human comedy :
the
picture of busy little men feverishly
building and planning and scheming
and inventing and dreaming and reVlsmg the super-colossal deathtrap
which is the last scene of the last act.
Let us paint the picture and hang
it where all me·n can see it ; and perhaps before it is too late there can be
a universal dawning.
Possibly the
sight will interrupt crass politics-asusual, and even give rise to new ideas
about how we can extricate ourselves
from the dead end into which we have
all been maneuvered.
The alternative is to continue
through the same mad motions, serene
in lhe righteousness of our cause and
looking forw ard to some other-worldly
reward once we have endured hell
on earth.
At this point some overstuffed oaf will
ask, in the innocence of his stupidity :
" Gee, wh at's that gu y so stirred up about?"
The answer, of course, is "Survival." But
people who worry about the survival of
the human race in these glowing days of
the affluent society just get a reputation
for worrying about survival.
ASK ME ANYTHING, OUR
ADVENTURES WITH KHRUSHCHEV

By William Randolph H earst, Jr., Bob
Considine, Frank Conniff (M cGraw-Hill,
$4.95 )

By Leonard Schapiro (Random House,
$7.50 )
Comparing these two books is a little
like comparing a hamburger with a good
One is a b etter quality product
steak.
with considerably mom food value - but
the other is probabl y destined for greater
popU'lar consumption.
Whatever the H earst book may have in
other ways, it has no surplus of modesty:
" Around 6 : 30 p.m. on February 8, 1955,
there was a rap on· the door of the ornate
apartment of William Randolph H earst, •J r.,
on the third floor of the Hotel Nation al in
Moscow. Historians may yet acknowledge
that the knock was the cue for a new
phase in relations between the Western
World and the Soviet Union. At any rate,
it signaled an end to tke Stalinist ye ars."
Another interview is credited "from Chancellor Julius Raab on down . . . with paving the way for Austrian independence."
To add to the color a bit William Prince,
th e Chicago business leader, is " Billy
Prince" and when an American newsman
meets the top Russian ballerina he "refused for several days to wash the hand
she h ad gripped so warml y."
But despite the unnecessary frills which
a re much a part of the book, there is some
food value also. Their conclusion tha t we
" have a clever, versatile, and dangerous
opponent who will take our best effort and
deepest und erstanding to handle" can hardly be disputed ~ even if that message is
a bit difficult to find.
The Schapiro book is less interesting for
the casual reader, but a book which will
be as valuable five years from now as it
is toda y. It is a study in some depth of
the history of the Communist Party in the
Soviet Union.
The most valuable part of the book is
that portion dealing with the years prior
to 1918. The sweep of things which finally
cu•l minated in the Bolshevik regime is covered in more detail than in any previous
publication.
There is r ef erence to collection of funds
"as the result of a tour in 1906 of workers'
organizations in the United States. The
mone y was ostensibl y collected for the
party as a whole, but in fact reached the
Bolsheviks alone."
If the-re could have
bee n some documentation here of the
amount it would have b een helpful, but
apparently that was not possible.
FOOD FOR CENTAURS
By Robert Graves (Doubleday, $4.95 )
To judge from the subject matter of one
or two of the included essays, the Centaur's
food of Robert Graves' title is the amanita
muscaria or fl y-amanite mushr oom, which,
Graves believes, was eaten by Satyrs and
M aenads in early Bacchic orgi!!<'l and posTHE CRESSET
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sibly by mystagogues in the •Eieusinian mysteries. It is doubtfu·l that these short stories, essays, and poems were really intended
to have a comparable excitatory e-ffect.
Graves is curious about a wide variety of
matters:
Who and what killed the Emperor Claudius?
Agrippina, Graves hypothesizes, fed him a mushroom, this time
the deadly amanita phalloides, and CI?.1J·
dius' physician followed it, after Claudius
vomited, with a poisoned purge. Was ·Be,nedict Arnold a traitor? The answer is no
or ought to be in English and American
grammar-school texts.
What makes Bertrand Russell and Julian Huxley scientific
atheists?

Although one was raised in an

orthodox and the other in an unorthodox
household, they suffer, Graves conje-ctures,
from the "torturing sexual inhibitions of
their Victorian childhood" and from "an
aggrieved sense of having been given the
wrong sort of religious training." Is Jung
his own archetypal wise ol-d man? He i.;
not, be·ing far too Germanic and anti-Russian, and his theories, moreover, cannot
be proved empirically. The lively, donnish interest Graves exhibits in these pieces
has made some very unlikely subjects
highly palatable to readers of· The New
Yorker, Commentary, The Observer, the
New York Times, Harper's and The Atlan-

tic.
The seasoning is mild irony, wit,
polish, and a maste-rful sense of what appeals.
Ava Gardner, for example, wh-:>
chose Graves to guide her readings of Eng·
lish literature, is thrown in as a savoury.
in one of the short stories, to a diet of
Majorcan life. But the food of the anthology and the muse who provides it are a
good deal .Jess than Dionysian. In spite of
the well-crafted prose and the dominance
of Mediterranean materials, the reader is
not roused to excitement by the heady
stamp of a strongly individual genius.
Graves appears in this collection as a professional writer skillfully catering to an
exceptionally literate audience.

MARK TWAIN AND THE GOVERNMENT
Se-lected and Arranged by .Svend Petersen (The Caxton Printers, $3.50)
Fortunatdy the index in the rear of
this book can serve as a Table Contents,
but even then it promises more than a collection of quotations can deliver. For instance-, on the subject of Elections four
brief excerpts from Sam Clemens (the name
is not once recorded in these pages) say
nothing really worth repeating; neither dG
the two cross-references to Morals and
Presidency add anything significant.
The bibliography of Twainiana lists
seventy-one sources for these sixty-seven

letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
----By

G.

G.----

Dear Editor:
I don't like to keep bringing my faily into these letters because I know a lot of people look forward to
seeing where I stand on important matters, etc., but
I've got to tell you about my daughter, Trudy.
Trudy takes after my side of the family - lots of
life, lots of personality, and some real brains when she
gets around to using them, which is not too often because she is smart enough to know that female eggheads attract male eggheads and end up typing term
papers for some creep who spends half his life going
to school.
Well, what I was going to say is, Trudy transferred
this year to Jefferson Davis College, which is a real tony
private school down in Alabama. She had been going
to a state teachers college here in Nebraska, which is
full of country boys who dream of being principal of a
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reprinted comments. My random sampling
ranged from broad abstractions like Suffrage or Justice or Libe-rty all the way down
to concrete assertions in Apologies by Nations, Governmenta-l Monopoly, and Freedom of the Press. As in the recently published book of Robert Frost's opinions on
anything and everything as he voiced
them both in conversations and in printed
form, the compiler claims no special credit;
I compliment him upon his patient plodding
through numerous and sometimes inaccessible materials. Mr. Petersen is a political
research specialist, at · present in Washington, D.C.
I found more appeal in the data taken
from such literary writings as A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court or The
Innocents Abroad or Life on the Mississippi than in certain of Twain's speeches as
reported in newspapers and journals as
reliaiYie as the New York Times or the
Chicago Tribune. All in all, however, thi~
compilation lacks vitality, something which
an energetic introduction could have
aroused. Thus it is a faithfully garnered
but listless assembly of note-card comments rather than an interpretive analysis of
(what we all would enjoy reading in a
national elect.ion season) Twain's observations wise instead of meorely witty -about our U.S. Government.

consolidated school someday. The boys at Jefferson
Davis all come from top-drawer families like oil and
banking and advertising and the girls go there because
they like the idea of catching a husband who is in oil
or banking or advertising.
Well, Trudy has only been there a few weeks and
guess what? We got a letter from her this morning that
says she has been dating a young fellow from Houston
who drives a TR-3, and she's been tapped for the best
sorority on campus, and she's a cheerleader, and, to top
it all off, she's been nominated for Homecoming Queen.
Maybe I shouldn't be surprised. She's a fine Christian
girl, if I do say so myself, and she has a nice figure, so
I guess you could expect her to go over big with a crowd
that appreciates real class. But you've got to admit
that she really accomplished a lot in a few weeks.
I wrote Trudy just a while ago and congratulated
her on her accomplishments, but I also warned her not
to let success go to her head. I know how hard it is
to stay humble when you have a lot on the ball but I
would hate to see her lose everything by acting uppity.
So I told her to be nice to everybody and maybe go out
of her way once in while to be friendly to some of the
girls who don't rate. After all, you never know who
might be able to give you a boost someday.
Regards,

G.G.
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A Minority Report
There He Stood
By

VICTOR

F.

There he stood, \Valter P. Reuther, one of the most
ta lked about men in America.
There he stood, a multi-faceted man, president of
the United Automobile \Vorkers, vice-president of the
AFL-CJO, and president of the industrial union department of the AFL-CIO.
There he stood, about fifty-four years of age, red
hair, sort of short and plump, built like a fire-plug except for the restless energy of hurdler Lee Calhoun and
the excitable nature of a Jack Paar.
Behind him stood many years of failure and many
years of success. The years of failure have been forgotten as most of the nation seems to remember,
whether for better or worse, that Walter P. Reuther
has become a world-figure, to be hated ami loved
around the world. Hardly anyone can deny that he
has come a far way from his birthplace in Wheeling,
West Virginia. Many things have happened to him
from 1907 to 1960 and he in turn has helped many
things to happen.
In these years he has traveled . in Russia, studied eco·
nomics as if his life depended on it, and devoted a
lifetime of restless energy, of hopes and fears, and a
bundle of ambitions to the labor movement in America.
In 1935, he began the initial drive for the creation
and organization of the United Automobile Workers.
Reuther played a prominent part in the creation and
development of the CIO. By 194() he had been elevate~!
to the presidency of the UA W and by 1952 to the pres• ··
dency of the CIO.
.
And now, on September 8th, there he stood, one of
the great leaders of our time, "the greatest labor leader
of all time" according to some of his most devoted
followers and admirers.
Before him at a luncheon meeting of an Indiana
AFL-CJO delegate convention sat a quiet, dignified
audience of labor leaders, some university deans and
college professors, a Catholic clergyman, a smatte~·ing of
political campaigners and their managers, some JOurnalists and photographers.
Raymond H. Berndt, himself no "small potato" as
director of UA W region three, introduced Reuther to
this luncheon audience in the Sheraton-Lincoln Hotel,
Indianapolis, as "a man who has run on every tick~t
in every election of the last several years, on every pol•~
tical level in the United States and for a number of
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years has been an issue or the issue m nearly every
political campaign."
Without much verbal fencing, Walter Reuther went
to what he considered to be the heart of the matter:
"We in America are working in a land whose history
has always been based on that rare combination of unlimited resources and a deep democratic heritage."
Himself sounding like a not so rare combination of a
college lecturer and a pulpit orator, he laid down his
outline for the day, for tomorrow, for his future and ou1
future: Part One - Search for the truth; Part Two Capture the pattern for the brotherhood of man; Part
Three - Bring the socia l sciences and our concepts
up-to-date with our physical progress; Part Four - Put
first things first by committing ourselves to the deeper
values.
As he rang the changes on his theme and its parts,
he easily became the delight of any person in the working, reporting press with his highly quotable quotes:
"We aren't necessarily God's chosen people"; "We can't
build peace alone by believing in fighting communism,
someone has to act as if the fight is worthwhile"; "The
good Lord has blessed us with everything it takes- why
can't we by our will make the total commitment?";
"'Collective bargaining in a new kind of society must
bring together more than l~ bor and management. It
must bring together the mej11 hers of the public, college
professors, researchers, everyone in the know."
His extended remarks on the last statement brought
us to the focus of an American problem. Said Reuther:
"If we are all related to one another and are all being
brought close to one another in recent years, we are ~II
also being made more responsible to one another m
our communities." As a labor leader he looked upon
himself as being responsible not only to his labor constituency, but also to management and. to. the econon~ic.
system, and to the public at large. If m free enterpnse
we emphasize conflict and competition to the ~xtreme.
we are bringing ourselYes near to the class consoousness
of a Karl Marx.
Instead, insisted Reuther, we must spend our time
and energy in a free society in working out this _par~
dox: the achievement of unity individually and m lh·
versity.
.
One thing is certain: we hall JUSt heard a rare combination of keen insight and statesmanship, some corn,
some politics, and a fervent prayer for the future.
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Sights and Sounds

Russian Movies and Television
---------------------------------------------------------------------8 y

s

lNCE THAT FATEFUL day in the fall of 1956

when Russian scientists sent the first Sputnik
spinning into outer space, the attention of the entire
world has been focused on the technical and scientific
achievements of the Soviet Union. It is obvious that
the aroused citizens of the Western world are genuinely
interested in the giant strides made by the proponents
of the communist ideology in many fields of endeavor.
"The Arts in the Soviet Union," a special report which
appeared in the June issue of Th e Atlantic, is designed,
the editor tells us, to open "a window on the present
and lively arts of a talented people." Many phases of
Russian culture are explored by competent observer~ .
Sights and Sounds is primarily concerned with two chapters: "The Making of Russian Movies," by Grigory
Kozintsev, a veteran director of Soviet films; and "Television in the USSR," by William S. Halstead.
Mr. Halstead, an American engineer and consultant,
has had wide experience in the development of teleVISIOn. He had an active part in bringing the revolutionary new medium to the Far East. He is the originator of the North Atlantic Communications Plan,
which is now being studied both in North America and
in Europe.
In 1959 Mr. Halstead was invited to present a paper
to the International Electronics · Conference in Moscow.
During his stay in Russia he had an opportunity to
make a comprehensive survey of television in the Soviet
Union. He reports that the growth of TV in the USSR
has been phenomenal. At the beginning of 1959 about
2,500,000 receivers were in operation; by the end of the
year the number had increased to about 4,000,000.
This amazing growth is attributed in part to the
great appeal which TV has for the people and in part
to the fact that the Soviet government has at last approved of and introduced installment buying for work·
ers. Unlike our own free-and-easy credit system, installment payments are deducted directly from the
Soviet's buyer's pay check. The cost of TV sets in the
USSR is slightly higher than it is in the United States.
There are 136 TV stations in operation within the
USSR. More than half of these have complete studio
facilities, with powerful, entirely modern transmitting
equipment, and are designated as "television centers."
The important cities of the nation have such centers:
small communities and farm villages are reached by
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means of strategically located low-power transmitters,
which relay the programs from the nearest center. Approximately 60 per cent of the programs are "live"; the
rest are on film or on video tape. Weekday viewing is
restricted to the evening hours, but on Sunday telecasting begins at two o'clock in the afternoon. Event~
of special significance may alter regular telecast schedules. Soviet educators were quick to recognize the value
of educational and documentary presentations, and both
are widely used. In addition, special academic courses
are regularly telecast to thousands of duly accredited
"telestuden ts."
Mr. Kozintsev's absorbing article on the making of
Russian films traces the development of the industry
from the early 1920s down to the present. Russiau
films have consistently won many high honors in international competition. Although the renowned di- .
rector does not undervalue the important advances in '
the techniques of modern cinematography, he points
out that money and advanced technology cannot be
substitutes for "the thought and conscience of the artist." The excellence of many early silent black-andwhite films, he says, "lay in the passion of the artist
and the truth of creation." It seems to this reviewer
that all too often Hollywood producers have lost sight
of this basic premise and have attempted to substitute
vast sums of money and the amazing new screen techniques for true artistry. More and more the emphasis
has been on size, color, popular box-office names, sex,
and offcolor dialog.
In a recent issue of The New Yorker, Genet's "Letter
from Paris" calls attention to the fact that even the
tolerant French are disturbed and distressed by the
frank sensuality and the meretricious moral quality of
many current French film releases. There is a growing demand from the churches as well as from parents,
educators, and individual adult viewers for new standards of censorship.
As I have said so often before, I am unalterably opposed to harsh and restrictive censorship for any art
form. But I am just as unalterably opposed to smut
and cheap sensationalism. And these are the only terms
one can apply to From the Terrace (20th Century-Fox,
Mark Robson), based on John O'Hara's widely read and
highly controversial novel.
Other film reviews next month.
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Pilgrim
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the other side"
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

----------.....-------------------BY
CHANGE IN ECOLOGY
TWO MONTHS
A BOUT
house to another about

ago I moved from one
senven-tenths of a mile
south and east ... From the old house I had seen the
coming and going of more than seven thousand days,
the beating of winter storms and summer heat at the
doors and windows, the coming and going of ten thousand students, the arrival of four children, the victories
of the forties and the defeats of the fifties . . . I hatl
watched humanity's most brqken and brilliant century
pass high noon and move into the blazing terror of
the atomic age ... From the corner of the living room
- beside the fireplace - I had listened to a thousand
stories of the torture and triumph associated with
growing up ... I liked th.e old house ... Its walls whis·
pered at night when the wind was high and cold from
the north and no man came down the street . . .
But I had to move . . . Time had caught up with
the old house and it was no longer large enough for
our demands . . . Curiously, it had changed very little
in two decades, but the world around it, the microcosm
of which it was a part, had passed it by, and the accumulated household gods and goods of twenty years
had overwhelmed it . . . It was time to let it go . . .
to turn it over to a well earned peace and more kindly
people ...
The new house is set on a little hill a few hundred
mil~;s from the center of the United States ... One of
the world's great highways - America's Main Street flows by it about a hundred yards away . . . Between
the front windows and the road there is a gathering
of oak trees, set in green clerestories, silent sentinels of
time, kind reminders of another more permanent world
.. . All day long, but especially at twilight, the mart_ins,
the sparrows and the robins make their reverences, smging because they must, a gracious counterpoint to the
recurring roar of the road . . . Behind the house the
land moves gently upward to the University buildings
. . . I can see the University Chapel, at night a tower
of light, from all windows facing east . . . .
.
This is perhaps one of the greatest achtevements of
the twentieth century ... Once upon a time men built
houses to get away from the world outside, closed havens
of refuge, safe from storm and sun ... Toda~ th~ walls
of this house are more than half glass, hauhng m the
sun, making visible and almost tangible the changing
moods of the world outside, the rain and the snow, the
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high wind in the trees, the rain bow over the chapel ...
On clear days the living room is filled with ancient
sunlight and my feet must walk humbly before Him
who created it .. . Day after day I can see more of
the earth's surface than ever before and the steadv
seeing of it is good for the soul ... The human, all too
human, things I see and hear become only the overtones of the life beyond my window, the continuing,
dominating heart-beat of God's world . . .
Of course, this creates problems ... Seated in a corner of the living room with the latest Jeremiad over
life in the nuclear age I need only raise my eyes to
the world beyond the window to be almost drowned
in a sense of unreality, of a new awareness of the tragic
distance between man's world and God's world . . .
While men curse and hate and die the robin is preparing for his vespers and the gopher is digging a refuge
against the coming night ... They too may die because
man has found the power to destroy himself, but they
will die doing the things that God wants them to do
... I know that man is greater than these little thing>
of i:he field and the forest, but his very greatness permits him to fall lower and sink deeper than any other
creature ...
This will be one of the lessons - perhaps the most
important - that I shall learn in the new house_ . . .
Under the gentle tyranny of light my candles will be
dim and misleading ... In the noon sunshine without
shadow I shall see many things more clearly and by
looking at the world outside I shall be able to look
better into myself . ..
Because of the newness of my environment I wake
up at dawn almost every day . .. Quietly I open the
curtains to the East, watching in wonder the dailv
miracle of the dawn .. . My little section of the planet
is spinning east toward the sun - and this is the best
moment to watch the actual outpouring of time .. .
The rising of the sun marks another day - first the
pale gray light from beyond the horizon, then the rose
which is the heart of dawn, and finally the fire-baH
resting on the eastern horizon ... This is one of the two
moments each day when I can look at the sun without
being blinded by its fire . . . This hour is one of the
world's great hours - and it comes every day - and I
am very content ... He Who arranges all this has His
eye also upon the sparrow in the tree beyond mv
window . . .
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